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Virtual ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING CONGRESS
- Making Manufacturing Easier

20 August 2021  Time: 03.00 - 05.30 pm
The pace of Additive Manufacturing (AM) or 3D Printing innovation is moving faster. With increasing global
competition & changing global standards, manufacturers are becoming aware of the strength & potential of
Additive Manufacturing in responding to market challenges & industry transformations, and meeting tough
performance standards. There is a continuous aim to bring down costs, achieve faster speed to market, and
most importantly reduce the impact of manufacturing on the environment, where AM plays a pivotal role.
Virtual ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING CONGRESS will bring together manufacturing professionals, Additive
Manufacturing experts & solution providers to address common challenges, discover opportunities and find
ideas to accelerate the use of Additive Manufacturing. The event will connect engineering, manufacturing,
product design and technology professionals across multiple industries resulting in meaningful connections,
inspirational learning opportunities, and access to the latest developments in technology and innovation.
The topics of discussion
– Additive Manufacturing –
Opportunities & challenges
– Additive Manufacturing –
Emerging trends & techniques
– AM for sustainable manufacturing
– Development of 3D Printing applications
– The impact of Additive Manufacturing on the
supply chain
– How to develop an Additive Manufacturing
strategy and why you need it?

Speakers
Additive Manufacturing experts & solution providers
DELEGATES
Manufacturing, engineering & design professionals
INDUSTRY SECTORS
Automotive, Aerospace, Industrial Equipment &
Machinery, Machine Tools
Event Format
Keynote address, guest address, technology
presentations, panel discussion

For more information on event sponsorship & participation, contact:

Ms Ananya Choudhary

email: ananya.choudhary@publish-industry.net

E D I TO R I A L

Continuous improvement
at all levels
During the past six decades, the Toyota has established a ‘lean’
production and management system, which has become an iconic
template for a high performing and learning organisation. The Japanese
carmaker has been the unchallenged leader of international automobile
quality rankings for decades. The outstanding reputation for quality was
grounded in Toyota’s renowned production and management system, also
known as the Toyota Way and became world famous as lean production.
Stable production levels with little fluctuations were an important
prerequisite for the smooth functioning of the Toyota system with
just-in-time delivery, standardised work procedures and continuous
improvement activities. This system was extensively studied,
documented through various academic and management publications
and copied within and beyond the automobile industry. Moreover,
Toyota also built on its principles of lifelong employment, internal
career paths and continuous training.
However, it’s not only the Toyota model that helped the car
company effectively respond to the current pandemic crisis, but
Toyota’s adaptive and flexible approach, which is far more organised
than the more common fire-fighting when things do not go as planned,
also helped them sail through the tough times. The Cover Story in this
edition talks on the Toyota’s way of dealing with such crisis, with clear
guiding values and well-established processes in place. What I liked
the most in the company’s approach is that it continually trains and
coaches people at all levels to become aficionados of problem solving.
In this way, management and experts do not need to be the only ones
doing the thinking. Even the front-line production worker has a role in
the continuous improvement of their processes. Check out the Cover
Story to know more…I am sure you will find it interesting!
I hope you will also find the other articles and features in this issue
useful and engaging. Please do send us your feedback. Happy reading!

“What I liked the most in
Toyota’s approach is that it
continually trains and
coaches people at all levels
to become aficionados of
problem solving”

.
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EDITORIAL

Parasmal Jain,

MANAGING DIRECTOR,
FYBROS ELECTRIC

In 2020, industrial digitisation will
be put to the ultimate test. Faced with
the worst health and economic crisis in
recent history, companies of all kinds
were forced to take extreme measures to
protect their employees and keep their
operations running. While some battled
to keep operations running in the face of
labour or raw material shortages, others
fought to keep up with the unexpected
surge in demand.
Now fast forward to 2021, the threat of
the pandemic is shattering many of those
long-term beliefs. The shock of the quickly
falling (and perhaps eliminating) global
demand has hurt India’s manufacturing
economy. In this bleak environment, it’s
possible that Indian manufacturing may
reorganise itself to meet local demand. In
the not-too-distant future, how will these
factories generate goods?
The fourth industrial revolution
(Industry 4.0)
There are three possible outcomes:
A win for companies already scaled with
digital technologies, a reality check for
those currently scaling and a wake-up
call for those who haven’t begun their
Industry 4.0 adventures. The Industry
4.0 survey of global manufacturing
companies has been tracking Industry
6

COMMENTS & COMMENTARY

GUEST

“MANUFACTURERS MUST
ADAPT TO MANY
TRANSFORMATIONS ”
4.0 for a long time. The most recent poll
of more than 400 companies globally
provides a picture of leaders’ thoughts six
months into the coronavirus pandemic.
Overall, 94% of respondents claimed
Industry 4.0 assisted them in keeping
their operations functioning during the
crisis and 56% stated these technologies
were crucial to their crisis responses.
Manufacturing industry’s best prospects
The pandemic has hastened the
transition from global to more local
economies, which has already begun
because of international trade tensions
and other considerations. Industries aim
to relocate supply chains closer to home
as part of this change, offering significant
‘reshoring’ prospects. This means that
manufacturers and the industries they
serve are either establishing new factories
or reviving old ones that have been idle
for years due to globalisation’s expansion.
The new factories are likely to be smaller
and more automated, with technology that
allows them to switch product lines quickly
as demand moves. As a result, other

manufacturers, such as those who develop
automation components and ‘integrators’,
who put together automated systems, will
have a chance. Manufacturers that supply
components for technology devices, data
centres and cellular connections have
profited from increasing investment
due to the growing demand for personal
technology items & remote connectivity.
What can companies do right now to
ensure a brighter future?
Manufacturers must adapt to many
transformations as they move forward
in a changing landscape, frequently by
modifying procedures. Automation can
help safeguard workers’ healths by reducing
touch between them. Midsize manufacturers
can investigate the boundaries of their
manufacturing processes, discovering one
or two areas that could be automated and
advancing modularly.
Focusing on most strategically
significant possibilities
Leaders in Industry 4.0 are already
reaping the rewards of their pre-pandemic
investments, threatening to increase the
divide between winners and losers. Instead,
we can believe that focusing their digital
efforts on the most strategically significant
possibilities for most firms and going for
true size faster is a preferable alternative. ☐
EM | Jul 2021
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Hyundai Motor acquires Boston Dynamics

Hyundai Motor Group recently announced that its three affiliates and its chief have acquired
a controlling stake in Boston Dynamics, a US-based robotics firm, for $880 million. The
investment is part of the South Korean automaking group's broader plans to strengthen its
competitiveness in future mobility solutions. In December 2020, the board of directors at the
three affiliates, Hyundai Motor, Hyundai Mobis and Hyundai Glovis, approved the plan to
acquire a combined 80% stake in Boston Dynamics whose value is estimated at $1.1 billion
by the Japanese investment firm SoftBank Group Capital and two individuals. In the same
month, Hyundai announced that it will invest $60.1 trillion won by 2025 for future mobility to
gain a bigger share in the rapidly evolving global auto market, reports Yonhap news agency.

Triton EV signs MoU with Telangana government for
establishing a manufacturing unit
Triton Electric Vehicle (EV) recently entered into an MoU with Telangana government
for establishing a manufacturing unit for electric buses at the National Investment and
Manufacturing Zone (NIMZ), Zaheerabad. The company will establish an ultra-modern
EV manufacturing unit with an investment of ₹2100 crores in the state, said an official
release. Thanking Triton leadership for the decision to invest in the State, K T Rama Rao,
Industries & IT Minister, said, “The state government will extend support to Triton in
getting the necessary approvals for setting up of the plant.” The Minister also assured the
firm of incentives applicable for a mega project under the TSIIC guidelines, the release
said. Joining the event virtually, Himanshu B Patel, CEO & Founder, Triton EV, stated,
“The company is expanding to cater to the increasing demand for EVs. We had looked at
investment opportunities in various states across the country and decided on Telangana
in view of the state’s industry-friendly policies.”

Dassault Systèmes introduces DELMIAworks in India
Dassault Systèmes strengthened its offerings for manufacturing enterprises in India
with the introduction of DELMIAworks (formerly IQMS) to deliver new ways to monitor
and manage manufacturing workflows and supply chains. DELMIAworks is an
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Manufacturing Execution System (MES) suite
of applications, including real-time IoT solution for production & process monitoring.
"With a mission to manufacture high-precision injection moulded plastic components
for some of the world's most well-known OEMs, we have been early adopters of Dassault
Systèmes’ DELMIAworks Manufacturing ERP solutions," said Chintan Shah, CFO, Shaily
Engineering Plastics and added, “MES real-time systems from DELMIAworks enable us
to follow real-time production and quality tracking, performance management by order/
work centre, inventory valuation and inventory tracking.” Further talking about the
advantages of the solution, P M Ravikumar, MD - India, Dassault Systèmes, asserted, “DELMIAworks exemplifies our commitment for our manufacturing customers in
India. Alongside SOLIDWORKS applications, it provides a connection between engineering and manufacturing for small to large enterprises.”
George B Korn, Global Partners & COE, DELMIAworks, Dassault Systèmes, further sharing his views, added, “DELMIAworks enables business continuity. Even
as the climate of manufacturing has changed, as these different things have changed at different speeds, obviously much faster today than it was five or ten years
ago, our system can adjust with customers and give them the power that they need.” Putting across his inputs on the India plans for DELMIAworks, Ramakrishnan
Venkatraman, Director, SOLIDWORKS & DELMIAworks India, asserted that ever since they took the journey of taking up DELMIAworks into the Indian market, they
have been having a dedicated focus in terms of how they go to the market, in terms of their approach to the market, as well as the solution offerings from the markets.
“We are looking at DELMIAworks to enable & enhance the Indian manufacturing sectors to have much more predictability in terms of production schedules &
planning,” he revealed.
Arisoft is Dassault Systemes full-service partner in India, with an established presence in the country, specialising in manufacturing ERP & IoT-MES platforms
and bespoke solutions for discrete & batch manufacturing segments. Imtiaz Lodhi, CEO, Arisoft, put across, “We are privileged to be a part of Dassault Systèmes’
world and in extending DELMIAworks ERP-MES-IoT platform to the Indian market. Our endeavour is to leverage the global learnings we have gained over the last six
years servicing North American manufacturers and offer the same to the growing Indian economy.”
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Bharat Forge to set up new factory for defence business
Bharat Forge is looking to acquire 175 acres in an industrial park near Pune for ₹ 240 crores, which will house new factories for
its defence and electric mobility business divisions. Speaking to analyst, Amit Kalyani, Deputy MD, Bharat Forge, said, “We are
seeing substantial growth opportunities in e-mobility and defence (businesses) and are now looking at building two new mega sites
in close proximity to each other. As far as defence is concerned, we have to go into an area which is separate from the existing
plant because there are very stringent rules regarding security. And for e-mobility, we need a supplier park and allied services
around it.” He further added that they are setting up the facility of three products. “One is going to be specialty vehicles, the second
will be certain systems & aggregates that go into a variety of products and the third will be our assembly plant and testing facility
for both vehicles and other systems and aggregates that go into vehicle drivelines, including our artillery guns. Basically, we are
developing a whole new family of vehicles & platforms and we see this for opportunities at the global level,” Kalyani summarised.

Blaser Swisslube India to change name to Blaser Swisslube Solutions
Blaser Swisslube India recently announced its new name, Blaser Swisslube Solutions, with the same
team and same promise to its customers. Hitting the nail on the head, Punit Gupta, MD, Blaser Swisslube
Solutions, expounded, “Although we are only adding a word, this word makes a big difference to us. We
do not just sell Swiss metalworking fluids. From decades of experience in a wide range of industries, we
know that the right cutting fluid can have an extraordinary leverage effect on crucial performance
indicators, such as tool life, cycle time, workpiece quality and machinist satisfaction. With our holistic
approach and profound machining know-how, we can therefore offer solutions. These solutions help our
customers to fully capitalise on the potential of their machines & tools and turn their metalworking fluid
into a key success factor – a Liquid Tool.” The Liquid Tool from Blaser Swisslube has been able to help
companies around the world to gain increased competitiveness with higher productivity year after year.

DiFACTO Robotics and Automation inaugurates two new
state-of-the-art manufacturing units in Bengaluru

DiFACTO Robotics and Automation recently inaugurated two new manufacturing units in Peenya Bengaluru.
The new manufacturing units will cater to the rising demand for industrial robotics and automation in industries
like automotive OEMs, tier-1 and tier-2 manufacturing companies, off-road vehicle manufacturers, aerospace
industry, foundry & casting shops, energy industry (traditional and renewable), metal industry, consumer goods
and many more. Discussing the need for new units, Ajay Gopalswamy, CEO, DiFACTO Robotics and
Automation, asserted, “The pandemic brought into focus the urgent need to increase automation of
manufacturing activities to reduce human contact with the products, provide a safe & sanitised work
environment for workers and reduce human dependence to ensure uninterrupted supplies to customers. In
order to meet this increased demand for automation, DiFACTO has invested in two new robot integration
facilities at Peenya, in addition to our already existing facility there. This will help us deliver better quality
automation systems to customers and provide a safer working environment for our workforce.”

The Government of India launches six technology innovation platforms
The Ministry of Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises, India, has launched six technology innovation
platforms that will focus on the development of technologies for the globally competitive manufacturing in
India. These platforms have been developed by IIT-Madras, Central Manufacturing Technology Institute
(CMTI), International Centre for Automotive Technology (iCAT), ARAI, BHEL and HMT, in association with
IISc, Bangalore. These platforms will facilitate the industry (including OEMs, tier-1, tier-2 and tier-3
companies and raw material manufacturers), start-ups, domain experts/professionals, R&D institutions &
academia to provide technology solutions, suggestions & expert opinions on issues involving manufacturing
technologies, the Ministry said in a statement. Further, it will facilitate the exchange of knowledge with
respect to research & development and other technological aspects. Over 39,000 students, experts,
institutes, industries and labs have already registered on these platforms. These platforms will help in
bringing all of India’s technical resources and the concerned industry on to one platform to facilitate
identification of technology problems faced by the Indian industry and crowd source solutions for the same.
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“Women work with a
lot of desire to exceed”
Kanchan Metals is dedicated to providing end-to-end solutions
to the needs of food processing companies across India. In
this interview with Juili Eklahare, Sanjeev Gupta, Managing
Director, Kanchan Metals, talks about the company’s current
goals, how it has consciously started hiring more women and how
skilled & trained manpower is the biggest bottleneck for technology
development. Excerpts…
Kanchan Metals is working on
a new manufacturing facility
in NCR. What are the plans for
skilling up and preparing the
workforce for the post-COVID
world in it?

In the coming year, we shall project the new manufacturing facility with a wider scope of in-house
manufacturing capabilities. We have been quite particular about enforcing social distancing
protocols at our workplace and have taken extra precautions for regular monitoring on the use
of face masks, shields, etc, along with other protocols such as temperature checks at the entry
point. Recently, we carried out a vaccination drive to get our employees vaccinated as well. The
cost of the vaccine is also being sponsored. So, we are quite confident this will help us gear up to
implement similar measures when we move into our new facility.

What is the key processing
equipment that your company is
working on? Can you highlight
the automation technologies used
in your manufacturing facilities?

We mainly provide solutions to the snacks industry. We are also offering solutions for blending, frying,
weighing, etc. Towards manufacturing automation, we have already started glass bead blasting for a
better exterior finish of the equipment and plan to go for vertical milling centre & laser cutting for speedier
& precision machining and automation profile cutting of the sheets. We recently installed a shot blasting
section to improve the exterior finish of products while keeping hygiene norms in mind for easy cleaning.

How is your organisation
empowering more women into
the industry? How do you see to
it that this remains an upward
trajectory in your company?

We have consciously started hiring more women as we have noticed that women work with a lot
of dedication and desire to exceed. Whenever we call for CVs for new openings, we always make
it a point to seek them from both men & women. We provide equal opportunities, and as a result,
we have women employees in manufacturing/operations, quality & commercial departments, etc.

How can the food processing
& equipment sector tackle the
challenge of indigenisation?
Why does this challenge arise
at all?

Skilled and trained manpower is the biggest bottleneck for technology development. This is due
to the lack of practical education, which has become a greater concern with online education due
to COVID-19. We focus and strengthen our R&D section for new product development and look
for technology transfer from overseas companies to develop high-end machinery in India. With
the help of the government to aid R&D activities, local manufacturers can get a boost to invest
resources into the development of new machines, programmes to connect with leading machinery
manufacturers to discuss technology transfer/JV’s etc, which can help facilitate the gap.

What are your company’s
current goals?

We are focusing on developing our designing capabilities using 3D software, creating a wide
range of equipment through R&D, technology JVs, building a state-of-the-art manufactory facility
to offer & provide end-to-end solutions in snacks, bakeries, confectionary & the frozen foods
industry, with the latest technologies & automation.
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“Redefining mobility through
user-centric, technologydriven, hyper-scalable &
value-driven solutions”
…mentions Mohal Lalbhai, Founder & CEO, Matter – a
technology start-up into manufacturing e-motorcycles
and energy solutions – in his interview with Anvita Pillai. He
discusses the upcoming launches of Matter, the necessities to
ensure widespread adoption of EVs in India and more. Excerpts…
Matter is set to launch its electric
motorcycle range soon. How far
ahead are you in that project? What
all can be expected in the launch?

We have branched out into two separate business lines – the first one is Matter Energy, which focuses
on sustainable energy solutions. The second is ‘Mobility Solutions’, which will focus on electric twowheelers. We plan to support India’s vision of embracing electric mobility by bringing a product that
champions the performance and value-proposition of an IC engine with the positive environmental
impact of an EV. We intend to launch our first product under Mobility Solutions by mid of 2022.

Can you elaborate on Matter
Energy and how it is different
from other energy storage and
delivery solutions?

Matter Energy, launching in August 2021, will focus on stationary applications, including UPS,
solar street lamps and inverters. It will focus more on grid level solutions ranging from 400
kilowatts to a megawatt level solution in battery for the solar and renewable segment. Backed
by the extensive testing and validation, one of our focus areas will be to provide solutions to
pure B2B business, especially for large-scale projects.

In a market saturated with EV
two-wheelers from both startups and large enterprises, how
do you plan to stand out?

India’s EV ambitions call for over 100 million vehicles cruising the roads, a corresponding
demand for over 150 GWh in battery packs and millions of public charging stations. With the
number of registered EVs in India touching just half a million (as of March 2020), our start-up
aims to offer a sustainable mobility product that caters to the specific needs of Indian customers
at a competitive price. Also, we are looking beyond the marketplace, as we believe that we are
in a strong position to address climate change and environmental concerns.

India has been falling short in
EV infrastructure and battery
recycling set-up. What needs to
change, and what more needs to
be done?

India requires faster-charging solutions, which needs investment in charging station
infrastructures. However, when we look at two-wheelers, whose energy requirements range from
1-5 kilowatts, a 5amp plug can charge it in one to six hours. A 15amp plug could potentially
charge even a 5-kilowatt hour battery in two hours from zero to 100%. So, the need is to set up
a convenient, affordable and easily accessible infrastructure for a range of users. The way India
plans to shape its charging infrastructure, there is plenty of scope for a healthy mix of faster
charging and battery swapping solutions.

What lies ahead for Matter?
What are the long-term plans?

We envision redefining new-age mobility in India through electric innovations that are usercentric, technology-driven, hyper-scalable, but at the same time, value-conscious. Post the
launch of energy solutions by Matter Energy, we will focus our energies on launching our first
vehicle in early 2022. After that, we would start developing a range of electric two-wheelers to
cater to the demand of various customer segments in the two-wheeler market.
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Scrap the way to a

I m ag es co u r tes y : istock

better circular economy

Juili Eklahare, Features Writer
In February this year, the Union budget announced the voluntary
vehicle scrappage policy. This is a vital step on the way to build
infrastructure for organised, scientific scrapping of old vehicles and
is needed at once to help build infrastructure for the safe disposal
and material retrieval to lessen environmental hazards.
The scrappage policy can give a constructive push to start a
fresh and promising automotive circular economy, whereby the
value embedded in End-of-Life Vehicle (ELV) components and
materials is evoked through reusing, recycling and recovery.
India has almost 24 million ELVs that need to be recycled. These
vehicles are either old or in poor condition. A study says that
old cars lead to 10 times more emissions and old trucks almost
eight times more emissions than the new ones. The elimination
of old vehicles from roads is expected to cut air pollution by at
least 25%. Besides, scrapping them could lead to a drop in steel
imports. Several governments have been in view of executing
a new generation of incentives and scrappage programmes to
improve the local automotive value chain through vehicle sales
while growing fuel effectiveness and dropping greenhouse gas &
air pollution emissions from road transportation.
In its latest report, Ernst & Young (EY) has stressed on the
prominence of getting rid of old vehicles, predominantly old diesel
vehicles, from the fleet to markedly diminish direct exposure
emission on roads. The report indicates that the policy would
EM | Jul 2021

produce a circular economy that would profit both existing and new
investors. From an environmental perspective, it will not only head
towards the decline of emissions but also help with the recycling and
reuse of spare parts.
What’s more, with augmented oil import bill and an upsurge in
fuel prices, the policy is also anticipated to give a lift to eco-friendly
vehicles like electric cars. With people encouraged to scrap their old
vehicles, this will provide them with the opportunity to buy electric
vehicles that generate zero direct emissions and are somewhat lowpriced because of government subsidies.
Additionally, the scrapping market in India is enormously
unorganised. And the scrapping process can make as much an
impact when it comes to the circular economy. Environmentalist,
Vimlendu Jha says that what’s important is whether we have the
infrastructure to implement the policy properly.
Hence, the reliable collection of scrap vehicles and stopping
illegal dumping becomes vital. We should, in fact, focus on helping
to standardise the unorganised vehicle scrappage sector in India.
The scrappage policy aims at achieving sustainability and a green
revolution through appropriate discarding of ELVs, commercially &
lawfully. But India is adopting the policy during the unprecedented
times of COVID-19, so it becomes essential to influence this goal
with a well-made plan & support for heading towards a green &
sustainable automotive circular economy in the post-pandemic world.
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Managing through a crisis

The Toyota way

Crises bring tough times for industries and their leaders as well. Staying alert.
Interacting with employees more often. Using appropriate communication channels.
These and many other traits define the utmost steps leaders tend to take during a
crisis. Toyota has been sailing through crises in its own manner, making people more
capable in every aspect, making use of every opportunity & circumstance to come
above them and most importantly, keeping its cool. The
Cover Story explains Toyota’s way of dealing with any
Dr Jeffrey Liker
crisis that come upon the industries, while bringing the
President, Liker Lean Advisors
Professor, University of Michigan
Author, The Toyota Way
best out of its people and aiming for the big picture.
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Plan as best as possible in the direction of the
firm’s long-term purpose and then expect &
respond to the inevitable surprises

A crisis provokes images of leaders taking decisive action,
barking orders and making things happen… right now. It
may be surprising to know that the CEO of one of the world’s
leading companies in efficiently and effectively managing
change, Akio Toyoda, said just the opposite in a recent
stockholder’s meeting. After forecasting an 80% drop in
profits for 2020 because of COVID-19 (it turned out to be
20%), he explained, “The number one thing I have learnt and
that I am prioritising from my learning is that I am not
panicking. I am managing the company very efficiently and
stably. In managing the company during these past 10 years,
no years were peaceful. Every year, year on year, we have
witnessed and experienced a large, drastic change on the scale
of a one-in-a-100-year event. So, I think that the calmer I am,
the calmer things are within the company.”
What planet is he living on? Why isn’t he making the
hard decisions, breaking with tradition and throwing out the
rule book? Don’t serious leaders respond to a crisis with
equally disruptive and bold responses? Time and again,
Toyota, the model for what we call lean management, defies
conventional wisdom. Toyota does not suddenly launch a
special type of lean programme to defeat COVID-19, or to
defeat Brexit. It stays true to its core principles regardless of
the environment. Often when people hear ‘lean’ they think
cheap with minimal resources. In my work on the Toyota
Way, I have developed fourteen management principles that
go far beyond cost reduction.

Creating aficionados of problem solving
The starting point is a philosophy which began over 100
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years ago when Sakichi Toyoda started making looms. I refer
to it as ‘long-term systems thinking.’ The core assumption is
that the world is a dynamic living system that is unpredictable
and constantly throwing obstacles in the way of thoughtful
plans. The important thing is to plan as best as possible in the
direction of the firm’s long-term purpose and then expect &
respond to the inevitable surprises. However, Toyota’s
adaptive approach is far more organised than the more
common fire-fighting when things do not go as planned.
What helps smooth out execution are stable, standardised
processes. The ideal is one-piece flow of value to the customer,
which is a goal no company will ever fully achieve because
real life is filled with unexpected obstacles. To overcome
these obstacles, Toyota depends on people who are creative
problem solvers. It does not simply hope this happens, but
continually trains and coaches people at all levels to become
aficionados of problem solving. In this way, management and
experts do not need to be the only ones doing the thinking.
Even the front-line production worker has a role in the
continuous improvement of their processes.

Getting priorities straight
Add this all up and what it means is Akio Toyoda can afford
to carefully plan and think through Toyota’s priorities with the
confidence that the whole organisation is working in their
parts to analyse the situation and take appropriate action,
adapting what is already a stable system. By having clear
guiding values and well established processes in place, the need
to start from scratch is eliminated.
Akio Toyoda explained further, specifically about
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Stability is the basis for innovation & change

COVID-19, “As for the immediate crisis, the priorities are
the same we always have at Toyota: first safety, second
quality, third volume and fourth profit-making. As times
change, these priorities may need to be revisited. But, in the
midst of this crisis, our traditional prioritisation has
continued to be very important. And based upon these
priorities, we will try to develop the Toyota people, and this
is also very important.”

The bigger picture
Toyota’s focus on safety and the well-being of employees
helps in partnering with local unions. They can honestly say,
“We are in this boat together.” Safety extends to the
psychological well-being of the team members. The
foundation is job security. Toyota does not promise a job for
life, but they do everything possible to work toward longterm employment stability. And ‘systems thinking’ means
thinking about the broader impact of decisions — on the
community, local businesses and suppliers of services and
parts. An awareness that the company is part of a broader
ecosystem not only ensures well-being and stability, but also
a boost in overall company adaptability.
Take for example, Toyota’s plant in Burnaston (TMUK)
where management partners with the union unite. When
COVID-19 shut down production and sales were expected to
languish, or when Brexit created uncertainty about volumes
& parts supply, management and the union worked together
to protect jobs in the short-term and for long-term viability.
This does not assume every individual will get 100% of what
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they were earning before the crisis, but because of the value
placed on job security, the union-management team agreed
on provisions to protect most workers. They were partners,
not adversaries.
These provisions include the use of a variable workforce
from a partnering worker agency that can be released in a
crisis, running two shifts with overtime which can be dropped,
specifying a certain number of days where workers can stay
home with pay and their time banked for a future time when
business picks up, and other means. In the worst of the great
recession in some plants in the United States, it meant ‘shared
pain’ where management took a pay cut and workers took
every other Friday off without pay.

Not just perform but also modify standardised work
Toyota treats standardised work almost as part of a
religion. Every job is specified down to steps that take
seconds, with key points for each step. Workers are rigorously
trained in performing the standardised work, but also in
modifying the standardised work. Work groups operate
quite autonomously so when volume changes they can
rebalance jobs: relocating parts and tooling from workstation
to workstation and adjusting the standardised work &
retraining. TMUK has been practicing this art for decades
and can adjust in a short period of time because everyone is
involved and much of the detail is handled within the frontline work groups. For example, slowing the line and socially
distancing workers, while creating safety protocols, comes
quite naturally as changes to the standardised work. And
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with TMUK’s commitment to safety and job security, team
members put in the effort beyond the manual labour to find
creative ways to adapt to challenging conditions.

Leaving no stone unturned
It is ironic that stability at Toyota is the basis for
innovation and change. They are two sides of the same coin.
This does not mean that the company operates as more of a
charitable institution than a private business. There are high
standards for profitability and TMUK has had to work hard
with focus to find creative ways to compete despite relatively
high labour costs and the uncertainty of Brexit. This does not
mean that TMUK is guaranteed to stay at full volume forever
or to survive severe business challenges if Brexit does not
work out as hoped. It does mean that management, the union
and employees at TMUK will fight to be competitive, and
Toyota will exhaust possibilities before shuttering the plant,
laying off employees and damaging the local community.
This level of commitment to all sites and workers is something
all managers should aspire to reach if they are to develop their
own lean culture.
And all this allows Akio Toyoda to sleep at night and remain
calm with confidence that the whole enterprise has been prepared
to deal with the next crisis. His leadership is still needed and
sometimes he has to make painful decisions, but he does not need
to send teams in to micromanage parts of the business.
Continuous improvement means each part of the organism is in
training to adapt and learn… whatever the specific nature of the
crisis. And the philosophy is… well it is the philosophy. ☐
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“We need a ‘one India, one energy’
solution to grow sustainable energy”
…accentuates Dr PKC Bose, Vice Chairman & Managing Director, Enercon WindEnergy,
during his tête-à-tête with Anvita Pillai. One of the leading companies in the wind energy
industry, Enercon offers efficient, cost-optimised WECs and E-technologies. In this chat,
Bose discloses the industry’s weaknesses, the strategies to overcome them, Enercon’s planof-action to grow in the Indian market and more. Excerpts…
Despite the increased tariff caps for wind power projects,
the ISTS programme received negligible responses in
2019. Is this because of a lack of preparedness in the supply
chain? Or is there some disconnect that discourages
developers from participating in new projects?
In India especially, the low response cannot be pinned
onto just one reason, there are various rationales; there are
regulatory reasons, the constraints of the grid & the state
regulatory authorities, various regulations still not being
in place, etc. Until 2016, the tariff
in India was a ‘feed-in-tariff’,
therefore everyone was enjoying
it, and everything was going
well.
Subsequently,
India
introduced the ‘bid-in-tariff’,
where the tariffs collapsed
literally with hardly any takers,
the same continues. With
that being said, the current
government
is
working hard
to fix all these
bottlenecks,
and possibly,
in
another
one and a
half/two
y e a r s ,
India will
be back
and up
in wind
energy.
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Access to wind sites has been a circulating problem for
the wind generation sector. While many have access to
funds, the availability of land has been a problem or
vice-versa. Is there any potent solution to this? Can the
government help resolve this issue in any way?
It has been an observation that there is no policy
upgradation happening state-wise or even country-wise, as
there has always been an entailing rift between the state and
the centre. There is no cohesive effort to bring sustainability
programmes to renewable energy, especially wind energy.
So, what is required currently is a ‘one India, one energy’
solution. When one starts to think of ‘one India, one energy’,
the focus will only be on growing sustainable energy. For
example, to attain the Paris Summit commitment of 175
GW renewable energy generation by 2030, various faults
are in the way that need to be eliminated. A joint approach
between all the stakeholders, like turbine manufacturers,
IPPs, regulatory authorities, etc, is needed to bring wind as
the most sustainable energy source in India.
Do you think the concentrated focus on solar energy
generation has led to wind energy falling behind in India?
How do you think the country can overcome this disparity?
In solar energy, all one needs is a land parcel or a roof.
Infrastructure wise, to build a wind farm, one has 10x more
challenges and struggles. Also, good sites – the Class A wind
sites – are not available; and if they are available, they possess
20-25 year old small turbines. If old turbines are extracted
and repowered, India can multiply five times more its
current potential from the same site. But this ‘repowering
policy’ is not in place for India. So, as a first step, India
should implement a repowering policy, where the best sites
can be used for bigger turbines. Secondly, many states are
now developing for the Class C / 3 wind sites. So, to reiterate,
the state and central government need to work hand-inhand to remove all the roadblocks. Lastly, the best solution
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Dr Bose, besides being a hardcore wind energy and sustainability
professional, has been the Senator of the Senate Economy, Germany,
since 2016. He completed his PhD from Washington International
University, USA and is an alumnus of IIM-A, Wharton Business
School and Kellogg School of Management. He has been bestowed
with various awards, like the Udyog Ratna Award in India, Business
Excellence Award 2018 by World Confederation of Business, USA,
CEO of the Year by India Leadership Conclave and many more.
is to offer hybrid, i.e. a combination of wind and solar energy.

How committed is the renewable energy sector to the
Aatmanirbhar Bharat mission? Where does the wind energy
sector place itself in this journey?
In self-reliant India or the Aatmanirbhar Bharat mission, the
government’s highest priority is renewable energies, i.e. solar,
wind, hydel and biomass. India, by 2030, will have 100 GW
of solar and 60 GW of wind and the rest is divided between
biomass and hydel. So, to achieve this, the government is
giving plenty of options to customise. Let’s say, tomorrow
if all the IT companies, which are major power utilisers in
India, decide to source 50% of their energy from renewable
sources, our country would easily be one of the front runners
for attaining zero carbon. So, to fulfil
the dream of a self-reliant India, all of us
have to work cohesively.

Enercon has some prominent competitors in the industry.
What new business models are you implementing to ensure
an upper hand in the market?
In India, wind turbine manufacturers have massive gearboxes,
which adds to the weight of the turbine. Also, these gearboxes have
various challenges, like frequent oil changes, dust accumulation,
eventual speed reduction, etc. Enercon, technology-wise, in
comparison to other manufacturers, is at the forefront in the
wind sector. We are the leading company which produces
gearless turbine technology. Our maintenance is extremely
low in comparison to the gearbox-driven
technology. Also, since our technology is
electronically driven via direct drive, we
do not have to worry about the challenges.
INDIA CAN MULTIPLY FIVE
Most importantly, India will be our export
TIMES MORE ITS CURRENT
hub, meaning, at our highest priority, we
are aiming not to sell in the Indian market POTENTIAL WITH REPOWERING
but to export to the world market before
POLICIES IN PLACE
we launch our Indian-specific turbine.

‘‘

Digitalisation is a prominent part of India’s growth in
general. Can you cite ways in which digitalisation will be a big
part of the wind industry? Also, can you elaborate on some
innovations in digitalisation that Enercon has introduced?
Digitalisation, i.e. AI, ML, cloud computing, etc, will be the
future. In the wind energy sector, we had SCADA monitoring the
turbine performance, which was not very modern technologyoriented. Today, we have a cloud-based monitor, wherein from
a mobile phone, one can monitor at what speed their turbine is
working in any part of the world. With it, people can get a realtime update on the speed and power generated from each turbine.
Digitalisation today is not only for COVID times for getting food
delivered or easy banking, but it is also for industries like ours.
We can get all the details we want right in the palm of our hands.
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To summarise, what would you
insinuate are the necessities for the
wind sector in India to grow? How does
Enercon plan to increase its prowess in
India amidst the challenges?
The government is an umbrella under
which all the stakeholders need to come together with one
mission and vision: to establish the wind energy sector and
make India self-reliant in sustainable power. Taking help
from international agencies, like Global Wind Energy Council
(GWEC), can help India grow out of the traditional systems and
boost the renewable energy stand in the country.
As far as Enercon is concerned, with our business model in
India, we are collaborating with MSMEs that are technologically
very strong but don’t have the resources or the reach. We
support them to build their organisation for us in India, where
they will produce for us exclusively. We are already ready with
our first plant producing the generator by an MSME called Coral
in Erode, Tamil Nadu. Our organisation’s objective is to hold the
hand of Indian MSMEs and make them rise. ☐
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Credits for revival: Is ECLGS
enough to insure MSMEs?
The Union Finance Minister, Nirmala Sitharaman, on July 28, 2021, launched Emergency
Credit Line Guarantee Schemes (ECLGS) 3.0, which offers an additional ₹1.5 lakh crores
to MSMEs and businesses in distress, in addition to the ₹3 lakh crores provided in May
2020. Sitharaman has established that the government’s focus is now on ‘lending’ and not
‘repayment’, but is increasing the loan limit and extending moratoriums enough,
considering loans do have to be paid off if not sooner, later? The Viewpoint analyses if
only relief after relief is enough for a turnaround in manufacturing MSMEs. Does more
need to be done for the sake of the manufacturing future? If so, then what more?

Anvita Pillai
Sub-Editor & Correspondent
anvita.pillai@publish-industry.net

Bhavana Bindra,

Managing Director –
South Asia,
REHAU

“It is imperative for the government to drive in partnership with the industry”

The ECLGS is in the right direction providing requisite relief, especially with the extension as well as
expansion of scope that the government has enabled. However, while short term support with such schemes
is much needed, there is much still to be undertaken to move the needle for the manufacturing sector, which
despite our demographic dividend in terms of a workforce, lags in its contribution to the GDP, especially
when we compare it with some other significant economies.
Focusing on empowering MSMEs, whether in terms of providing innovative financing options in the
long run or closing the requisite skill gap prevalent, it is imperative for the government to drive in partnership
with the industry tirelessly. On its part, larger manufacturing brethren also need to ensure support provided
to the MSMEs so that we, as a nation, make our mark on the global footprint. It’s a personal mandate each
business leader needs to drive and not just because it is mandated by the powers that be.
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“More capital should be infused to boost manufacturing in the pandemic”

The pandemic posed some serious challenges for the manufacturing sector, affecting the
whole ecosystem. The ECLGS initiative is great for increasing the limit because only if the
capacity of the manufacturer increases will they be able to increase their revenue.
Another challenge is the increase in supply chain and print cost. There has been an
exponential spike in freight due to the rise in fuel prices domestically and globally. Therefore,
companies now need surplus capital to invest, which is the biggest problem MSMEs face
right now. If the government infuses more capital into the manufacturing sector, it will boost
manufacturing in the pandemic. The government should also look into taxes that are there,
for example, GST; the government should consider lowering it from 28% to 18% on some
electronics items as raw materials are getting expensive and affecting the consumer. We have
witnessed that whenever a product gets expensive, its demand slows down, so this move can
also help increase more manufacturing.

Divya Raithatha,
Director,
Vinodrai Engineers

“The government should work on demand creation to drive health of MSMEs”

We have opted for ECLGS, as post the first lockdown, we faced a severe cash crunch since
there were no dispatches and payments. However, we still had a responsibility to give salaries to all
our employees to build an environment of faith so that our team remains in high morale for the
company’s future growth. With complete lockdown and disrupted cash flow, the scheme aided
businesses’ survival to work their way back. The way ahead will depend on how the industry
manages the challenging growing market. There is a lot of change in the business environment due
to the pandemic, and the industry needs to adapt. The government must control the input prices of
the base raw material and fuel prices like steel and petroleum. It should also work on demand
creation, as only demand can drive the health of MSMEs. Industries today need to increase
productivity and innovate the lean business models to take advantage of emerging technologies.
The MSMEs must aim and work on becoming completely Aatmanirbhar.
Sanjay Aggarwal,

President,
PHD Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
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“Repayment period should be extended to seven years with two years moratorium’”

The government’s ECLGS has proved to help mitigate the liquidity crisis. However, the scheme did not
help MSMEs that were not availing the credit limits or were new enterprises and did not have any credit-line
from the banking system. While the government has enhanced the size of ECLGS from ₹3.0 lakh crores to
4.5 lakh crores, it has not extended the benefit to those units which were not covered earlier as eligible
borrowers. Therefore, now, MSMEs with sanctioned limits that had less utilised/unutilised the total limit
until February 29, 2020 should be allowed to avail 20% of their sanctioned limit. Also, MSMEs with no
outstanding or hadn't availed credit as of February 29, 2020 should be made eligible under the scheme. Plus,
the repayment period of additional credit being granted should be extended to seven years with a moratorium
of two years. The government should revive the manufacturing industry by improving the flow of funding
to MSMEs by interesting the subvention scheme for them, reducing the margin requirement by banks,
restructuring schemes for them approved by RBI & implementing a fund of funds scheme of ₹50,000 crores.
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“The real problem is on the demand side and not on the supply side”

Milan Thakkar,
CEO,
Walplast

The MSME sector almost crash-landed in 2020, facing a strong revenue contraction, and with the
pandemic, they were further challenged by severe liquidity crunch and dipping demand. The inflow of
cash is a much-needed relief helping MSMEs boost their production and address the liquidity crunch
problem. This, however, is not enough for the industry.
The sector faces several long-standing challenges, such as unavailability of timely working capital,
complex licensing mechanism & regulatory challenges, stringent policies on loan disbursals, several
compliance requirements and a complicated taxation system. While credit schemes help, the real
problem is on the demand side and not on the supply side. Besides providing financial assistance, which
is a short-term solution, the government should focus on increasing the demand by providing tax relief
and other incentives. The industries should take maximum advantage of the schemes as interest rates are
cheaper than banks and use the facility in the interest of their businesses. Companies need to bear in
mind that these packages are loans that need to be repaid along with interest in due course of time.

Vijay Kalantri,

Chairman,
MVIRDC World Trade
Center Mumbai

“Waive taxes and statutory obligations by MSMEs for sustenance”

India’s ECLGS scheme has benefitted many MSMEs with sound credit track records. At the
same time, the prolonged pandemic led to poor market demands, rising inventories and long
working capital cycles. We believe that the government can take five steps to support MSMEs and
revive the economy. Firstly, waive taxes and other statutory obligations owed by MSMEs to help
them preserve the limited liquidity for sustenance. Secondly, direct state-run companies to
release the security deposit of MSME contractors in proportion to the completion of the
contractual obligation. Thirdly, direct state-run companies to settle pending dues of MSME
vendors on time. Lastly, the state & centre should ensure the availability of plastics, ferrous and
non-ferrous raw materials at reasonable cost to MSMEs.
A majority of the micro-enterprises have not benefited from the ECLGS scheme as they are
not borrowers from banks. The government should ensure that micro-enterprises, who are
engaged in job work, can access collateral-free bank loans to upgrade their facilities, invest in
modern machinery and thereby qualify for receiving orders from reputed companies.

Gautam Mohanka,
MD,
Gautam Solar
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“ECLGS can significantly help businesses and MSMEs to revive their business”

Plagued with liquidity issues and lack of funding, many MSMEs were on the brink of permanent

closure until the GoI launched the Emergency Credit Line Guarantee Scheme (ECLGS).
MSMEs and manufacturing businesses in the country have taken full advantage of ECLGS 2.0, 3.0
and 4.0. They have borrowed work capital term loans to meet their operational liabilities and continued
business despite the adverse effects of the pandemic. Several MSMEs were staring down the barrel of
the gun last year post-lockdown, as they ran out of funds and had no way to continue business without
the government intervention. However, with the help of the ECLGS, they’ve been able to survive.
They’ve been able to pay the due amount to their vendors and employees and have managed other
business costs as well. Since the policy is flexible and is being reformed according to the changing
scenario, it can significantly help businesses and MSMEs to revive their business.
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“ECLGS, though helpful, is not enough for a turnaround”

Zurvan Marolia,

Senior Vice President,
Godrej & Boyce

Undoubtedly, MSMEs are among the worst affected within the manufacturing sector,
as financial resilience is the lowest. So, certainly, the ECLGS initiatives are a lifeline. A
sizable number of our MSME suppliers have opted to benefit from the scheme, starting
with its initial rollout. Their improved resilience, in turn, improves their reliability as our
supplier partners. Schemes such as these, though helpful, are not enough for a turnaround,
as it still creates liability. It may improve resilience in the short term but does not guarantee
business. It could also end up as a significant number of bad loans over ten years. Along
with the current ECLGS, a capital subsidy scheme based on a minimum business volume
could help MSMEs grow and contribute to the national manufacturing GDP.
The industry needs to encourage MSMEs by providing them with business
opportunities and partner them with industry forums, such as CII, to develop them and
bring a structure to their work. This will help them grow into a professionally managed
business and be recognised as responsible corporate citizens.
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Metal-cutting technologies Conventional & unconventional
The metal-cutting industry has been a key part of the machine working sector – a pivotal
segment in India. Developments in metal-cutting have the prospective to bring
momentous productivity advantages across a varied range of manufacturing. This article
provides a brief presentation of metal-cutting technologies in the 21st century, in line with
all other developments. It presents the developments in
metal-cutting technologies in categories, from conventional
Dr Nageswara Rao Posinasetti,
Professor, Department of Technology,
University of Northern Iowa, USA
metal-cutting operations to cutting tool materials.
Among manufacturing industries, metal-cutting plays a
major role, as practically, all functioning parts will require
some form of finishing in order to work properly during an
operation. Developmental work on metal-cutting technologies
began from the beginning of the industrial revolution that has
contributed to mass production. As technologies in various
sectors have been progressing, the same is happening with
metal-cutting technologies as well.
1. Conventional metal-cutting operations
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In the machining process, cutting tools remove material
from the work piece by means of shear deformation to get the
desired geometry. Though the actual material removal is by
plastic deformation, friction energy accounts for a large
amount (20-30%), which is detrimental to the productivity.
Since friction is a major impediment for the productivity,
efforts need to be made to reduce and also provide conductive
conditions in the machining zone to improve the productivity.
Also, most of the plastic deformation energy is converted
into heat that needs to be reduced in order to improve the life
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of the cutting tool, while also improve the machined surface
quality & integrity. A number of approaches have been tried
in order to achieve better results.
• Providing a hard, anti-friction, chemically inert and
thermal isolating layer of coating on the cutting tool that
will reduce the friction during the cutting processes. It is
noticed that with suitable coatings, tool lives have been
increased upwards by 200%. The coatings are generally
achieved by the CVD and PVD processes.
• The cutting tools are provided with micro surface
textures that will be able to break the contact surface
between the cutting tool and chip so that the friction &
adhesion will be reduced
• Use of cutting fluids in the Minimum Quantity of
Lubricant (MQL) form as micro droplets, so that
sustainable operations could be achieved
• There is also the use of vegetable oils with nano particles
of solid lubricants during the MQL operation, so as to
achieve near dry machining
2. Unconventional metal-cutting operations
To overcome the problems of high hardness during the
conventional machining operations, unconventional metalcutting operations, such as Electric Discharge Machining
(EDM), Electrochemical Machining (ECM), Laser Assisted
Machining (LAM) were developed that utilise different
methods to achieve the metal removal process. Some of these
processes have now become mainstream, such as EDM, ECM
and their offshoots.
• In EDM of AISI D2 die steel, the material removal rate
can be enhanced by adding silicon powder with the
dielectric fluid called powder mixed EDM (PEDM). The
MRR in powder mixed EDM is significantly affected by
the parameters, peak current and the concentration of
silicon powder. It was also noted that surface generated is
generally good.
• Another variant of EDM is ultrasonic assisted cryogenically
cooled copper electrode EDM (UACEDM). It was found
that while machining M2 high speed steel, it significantly
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reduced Tool Wear Rate (TWR) and Surface Roughness
(SR) compared to the conventional EDM process.
• Wire EDM is one of the processes used to separate the
metal parts produced from the Additive Manufacturing
(AM) machine from the build plate. GF produced a
horizontal axis wire EDM machine for the purpose. In this
machine, the build plate will be mounted upside down.
Since it is not ergonomically convenient, the user mounts
in normally on the table horizontally. After mounting, the
machine rotates the table to make it upside down. Because
of the horizontal axis, as the cutting is complete, the parts
just fall into the bottom of the tank.
3. Difficult to work materials (e.g. titanium, nickel alloys)
Machining hard materials, and that with lower machinability,
is a challenge for the manufacturing personnel. Titanium & its
alloys, nickel & its alloys and tool steels & stainless steels form a
part of this group. It is, therefore, necessary to establish special
procedures depending upon the material characteristics, as
generic methods do not work well with these materials.
• Titanium alloys should be machined with a rigid high torque
spindle with through the spindle coolant to avoid built-up
edge. The right processes for titanium machining are using
lower cutting speeds and high feeds, removing chips as soon
as possible to eliminate the chip recutting, using a generous
quantity of the right cutting fluid to prevent the build-up of
temperature and keep the flutes clean & clear of debris and
reducing the radial engagement of a tool.
• The use of cryogenic cooling with liquid nitrogen &
liquid carbon dioxide has been found useful in many
titanium machining applications.
• Electric Discharge Machining (EDM) was also tried for
machining titanium alloys with significant improvement
in machining performance, with better surface finish &
with fewer defects under ideal conditions. Low discharge
energy is preferred. The copper electrodes are preferred
as they provide higher Material Removal Rate (MRR) and
lower Electrode Wear Rate (EWR) compared to brass &
aluminium electrodes.
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There are large amounts of developments
taking place in metal-cutting
technologies, to make them simplified

• For Ni-based super alloys, conventional machining
methods are generally not very effective in view of the poor
machinability of these alloys similar to titanium alloys.
Hence, non-traditional methods, such as EDM and AWJM,
are the preferred methods. However, when conventional
methods are used, the use of proper coatings on the cutting
tools helps. For example, it was shown that AlTiN/Cu
coating showed a good functionality in view of its selflubricating behaviour. Cemented carbide tools need to be
used at lower cutting speeds in the range of 30 m/min to 70
m/min because of their poor thermochemical stability
along with high feeds due to their high toughness.
4. Cutting tools and tool materials
A majority of the cutting materials these days are based on
the cemented carbides. However, with the finishing requirements
of the components being higher, a number of new materials are
also becoming available with improved performance. For
example, Cubic Boron Nitride (CBN) finish-turning inserts
have three times the tool life that runs at three times faster
compared to cemented carbide, providing a productivity that is
nine times compared to cemented carbide in machining Ti6AL4V, while the cost is only about two to three times. In view of
better chip control and with relatively less tool wear, it will be an
ideal candidate for finish turning operations.
• Cutting tool technology is advancing so well that throughtool coolant is now available for a majority of operations
• Self-adjusting cutting tools are now a reality. They use
in-process measurement (such as, touch trigger probes)
to provide a closed-loop feedback to control the cutting
process parameters for certain critical machining
operations, such as boring, such that, out of tolerance
parts are practically eliminated.
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• Solid carbide gundrills are available for machining
tough materials, such as titanium (Ti6Al-4V) and 440
stainless steel for medical machining. The gundrills
have the tip and body in a single piece of carbide that is
brazed to the driver/shank with the flute ground down
the length of the head and body. It is also provided with
the high-pressure coolant delivery capabilities, with
coolant delivery holes.
• The nano onions infused cutting fluid is being used that
provides the performance gains during difficult metalcutting operations. The nano onions are the 10 nm size
carbon particles carried in an oil- or water-based
solution that flushes heat from the cutting zone, reduces
the friction at the intersection of the cutting-tool &
workpiece and polishes surfaces.
• AM has been used to manufacture special bodies of the
cemented carbide milling cutters with higher strength
and lower weight. In addition, these tools are also
provided with built-in vibration dampers to allow for
chatter-free machining at high cutting speeds, thereby,
improving productivity. Sandvik CoroMill 390 utilises
AM produced titanium body cutter that has half the
weight of a comparable steel body cutter.
• Powder metallurgy is also being used to produce cutting
tools with complex geometries to near-net shape, which
is not possible when conventional manufacturing
methods are used.
As one can see that there are large amounts of developments
taking place in metal-cutting technologies, practically in all
aspects, to make them simplified as well as efficient while also
considering the environment. Manufacturing industries,
therefore, should embrace them continuously to reap the
benefits. ☐
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Things to consider when machining titanium
Titanium has a wide range of applications in various industrial processes, from the aerospace to the
medical industry. A highly useful metal, titanium comes into the picture where high strength is required
and comes with unique properties advantageous to the manufacturing sector. This article talks about one
particular common titanium alloy – Ti 6Al-4V – & discusses its characteristics, the challenges and more.
There are several titanium machining applications out there.
For example, in aerospace (aircraft & engines), automotive (engine
& structural components), marine (ships/submarines) and more.
Ti 6Al-4V is the most common titanium alloy. When machinists
refer to issues with titanium, they are usually referring to this alloy.
Designers love using titanium because of its material characteristics.
These characteristics not only solve a multitude of design
problems, but they also particularly make titanium an excellent
choice for aerospace components, medical prosthetics, etc.
While it is the most appropriate material in these applications,
it is also one of least machinable materials. The old saying ‘strong
as steel, light as aluminium’ continues to draw designers toward
titanium. Although, Ti 6Al-4V is actually 10-30% weaker than
typical aerospace steels and about 60% heavier than typical
aerospace aluminium alloys.
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Machining characteristics of Ti 6Al-4V
When deciding whether to make a part out of Ti 6Al-4V,
there are four important characteristics to consider.
1. High tensile strength: Titanium alloys are metals that contain
a mixture of titanium and other chemical elements. While not
as robust as high strength steel, such alloys have a very high
tensile strength and toughness.
2. Low thermal conductivity: Thermal conductivity is a
measure of how fast a material can transfer heat — and Ti 6Al4V’s thermal conductivity is low. Figure 1 shows how Ti 6Al4V measures up to other common metals regarding thermal
conductivity. In the world of metals, titanium is much more
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Figure 1: Thermal conductivity of metals

an insulator of heat as opposed to a conductor.
So why is low thermal conductivity relevant to machining
titanium?
During the machining process, a lot of ‘mechanical work‘
is done to deform the material and turn it into chips. The
chip-making process converts the bulk of the energy supplied
by the spindle into heat, which leaves the cutting zone by
being absorbed into the chips or into the workpiece itself.
Since Ti 6Al-4V doesn’t conduct heat energy very well, the
energy finds the path of least resistance and conducts into the
cutting tool instead.
3. High modulus of elasticity: Ti 6Al-4V also has a high
modulus of elasticity, which means that the material is very
springy. This springiness makes it hard to aggressively cut
titanium with traditional tools. Thin walls push away from the
cut very easily and create chatter. Even solid sections of
material push away from the cutting tool, creating vibration
on a micro level. This can often be seen in the machining
chips. If titanium chips are not smooth, one is likely hammering
the cutting edge as each chip is formed.
4. Shear mechanism: Ti 6Al-4V doesn’t fracture like irons
and many steels. It needs to be sheared apart like gummier
materials in order to avoid built-up-edge (BUE) conditions
on the cutting tool. Built-up edge increases the cutting
forces and will eventually result in damaged cutting edges
as the built-up material breaks off and takes pieces of
carbide with it.

Issues related to Ti 6Al-4V’s unique characteristics
Both the high modulus of elasticity and the shearing
mechanism characteristic of Ti 6Al-4V dictate that machinists
use sharp, smooth tools with aggressive rake angles & high
relief angles to avoid tearing or smearing the titanium
workpiece material. Machining a high-strength material with
a sharp-edged tool results in very poor tool life.
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Using a multi-faceted approach for
profitably machining titanium
Just as addressing only a single characteristic of Ti 6Al-4V
doesn’t provide a solution, neither does addressing just a
machine or just a process. Both the proper equipment and the
proper processes are required to achieve success. In order to
leap ahead of the crowd, savvy manufacturers are buying
machines and using processes that are designed specifically to
handle the challenges associated with Ti 6Al-4V.

The right machines
Utilising machines that are designed for the specific purpose
of machining titanium and other hard metals plays a crucial part
in determining profitability for a manufacturer. Many titanium
parts often require simultaneous 5-axis tool paths to create their
complex geometries. This means that all the rigidity, high-spindle
torque and large volumes of through-spindle coolant need to be
applied to a part following a continuous 5-axis tool path.

The right processes
Although using the right machine might be the most
important consideration, without the use of equally effective
processing techniques even the best machines offer only a
partial solution. By using the most up-to-date processing
techniques, manufacturers will thrive in this difficult
machining environment. In the following paragraphs we will
discuss four of these techniques.
1. The correct use of coolant
As we know, titanium’s low thermal conductivity creates a
cutting-speed limit. This, in turn, requires that the machine tool
must have a high-torque capability at a lower speed. In order to
protect and cool each individual insert and cutting edge, it is
critical that manufacturers support the machining process with
large volumes of coolant at a high pressure. Typical machines
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Figure 2: T4 machine high-flow coolant systems

supply through-spindle coolant tools with only three to eight
gallons of coolant per minute. This low coolant volume manages
to get the tools wet, but when driving large tools at high torque
values, a significant amount of energy is generated – requiring a
lot of coolant to remove that heat.
2. Eliminating chip recutting
In the manufacturing of aerospace parts from billets or
forgings to have a very high ‘buy to fly‘ ratio, it is not uncommon
for 95% of the material to be removed going from raw material
to finished part. When machined on a Vertical Machining
Centre (VMC), this results in massive piles of chips that
accumulate around the cutting tool and on top of the part.
Recutting even a few of these chips can instantly damage cutters.
To avoid this costly situation, manufacturers often have an
operator stationed at the machine to periodically interrupt the
cycle and clear away chips. However, this frequent stopping of
the process is ineffective as it is nearly impossible for the
operator to adequately protect the tool from recutting chips and
this delay also reduces productivity.
Horizontal Machining Centres (HMCs) are an excellent
choice for machining titanium because they provide outstanding
chip-management capability — ensuring that as the chips are
ejected from the cutting area, they fall away from the part. This
efficient chip-shedding is enhanced by the 53-gallons-perminute through-spindle coolant, as well as an additional
26-gallons-per-minute of nozzle coolant (see Figure 2), which
provides additional tool cooling and chip removal.
3. Reducing the cutting (surface) speed
There is a limit on cutting speed when machining titanium.
Exceeding this limit drastically reduces cutting tool life. Due to
the low thermal conductivity of the workpiece material, heat
builds up on the cutting edge, which weakens the cutting tool
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material. Since this heat generation is proportional to the
cutting speed being used, the most effective way to correct the
issue is to slow the cutting speed down (the speed for tungsten
carbide tooling is typically reduced to 50 m/min to effectively
rough machine Ti 6Al-4V).
By applying proper machining techniques, not only can
these additional challenges be overcome, but the speed may be
increased to 65 or 70 m/min. Running this fast without the
proper machine and processes can cause tool life to drop from
60 minutes to 15 minutes with very little warning.
4. Reducing the radial engagement of the tool
Another way to reduce the temperature of the cutting
edge is to reduce the radial engagement of the tool. Large
radial engagements in milling increase the amount of the time
that the tool is engaged in the titanium material, which results
in high cutting-edge temperatures. In order to protect against
early tool failure, as well as maintain a profitable metalremoval rate, the radial engagement must be decreased, and
the axial engagement increased. This claim may seem counterintuitive since many machinists have found they can improve
tool life by reducing the axial engagement. However, this
improvement is actually due to reducing the cutting forces
and the bending moment created on the tool, which results in
improved stability of the machining. It is not related to the
heat experienced on the cutting edge.

Overcoming the challenges
Although machining Ti 6Al-4V presents unique and
formidable challenges, these challenges can be greatly reduced
— and even eliminated — by understanding them thoroughly
and using the right machines and processes. ☐
Courtesy: Makino
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Virtual Reality in
CNC machine tool exhibition
Using Virtual Reality technology on the demonstration could avoid the transportation of
heavy machine tools to the exhibition and reduce the cost; it could also let customers view the
machine tool from different angles. Exhibitors and salesman can make a strong first
impression with customers and convert the 2D catalogue to an interactive 3D experience. In
order to make the virtual environment into the real world, the customers can touch the virtual
panel to control the virtual machine tool by the sensor of hand motions. The paper aims to
enhance the communication between customers and machine tool makers by developing a
demonstration assisted Virtual Reality software with a case study to ease the realisation.
Yung-Chou Kao,
Advanced Institute of
Manufacturing with
High-tech Innovations,
National Chung Cheng
University

Chung-Shuo Lee,
Advanced Institute of
Manufacturing with
High-tech Innovations,
National Chung Cheng
University

In response to the needs of small-volume/large-variation of
products nowadays, the processing applications have a lot of
customisation requirements. The mechanical equipment
manufacturers and processing application engineers usually
need to spend a lot of time in the communications and repeated
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Zhi-Ren Liu,
Department of Mechanical
Engineering, National
Chung Cheng University

Yu-Fu Lin,
Micro/Meso Mechanical
Manufacturing R&D
Department, Metal
Industry Research and
Development Center

changes to determine which equipment is the most suitable for
customers. There are many factors that need to be considered,
such as processing methods, product size and other special
needs, to name only a few. For the equipment manufacturers,
how to demonstrate the characteristics of the device and to
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satisfy the needs of the customers is an important factor in
determining the customer’s motivation to buy.
So far, a variety of international machine tool exhibitions,
like EMO in Germany, JIMTOF in Japan, IMTS in the USA,
CIMT in China, TIMTOS in Taiwan, etc, have been held
regularly. When a region holds an international machine tool
exhibition, the nearby machinery and equipment manufacturers
will generally gather and show their equipment characteristics
and advantages but are limited by the space of the site and the
booth. Therefore, the machine tools that can be moved to the
exhibition hall are limited. So, the equipment manufacturers
will be subjected to this limitation while negotiating with their
potential customers. They can only provide the specifications
of a series of products or a similar machine tool in the exhibition
hall. Another limitation is the cost of transportation. The
equipment manufacturers of huge machinery, such as the
heavy lathe, will spend more cost on transportation by freighter,
also on assembling, disassembling and labour costs. It will cost
more than other lighter machine tools.
In order to attract more customers, the manufacturers will
exhibit the best product and technology of the year. There are
often three ways of demonstrations.
1. By showing the technology by operating the machine tool
in the exhibition, but it is expensive.
2. By using videos or other digital technology to present the
new functions of the machine but has the disadvantage that
the customers cannot experience the product clearly.
3. The most conventional way to present the machined
product is by the machine tool; the customers can only
understand the machine tool by catalogue, and they cannot
view the real motion of the machine tool.
With the advancement of computer graphics, 3D
visualisation technology is getting more and more inexpensive
and popular. Amer and Peralez used low-cost materials and
smartphones to make the VR Head-mounted Display (HMD).
Zielinski et al developed the 3D visualisation by using the
Oculus Rif SDK and using MATLAB to transform 2D desktop
display to 3D display in VR robotics collaboration. Besides the
application of VR in games, applications have also been
gradually introduced to research and development of other
industries, e.g., the equipment manufacturing exhibition of
3D interactive media, motion of machine tool, machine toolaided design, home design, smart manufacturing, robotic arm
dynamic and simulation, creating new museum experiences,
reducing work accidents and education.
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System structure
The 3D model of a huge mill-turn VR machine tool is shown
in Figure 1, with a width of 11 metres. Figure 2 is the kinematic
chain of the machine tool. In this kinematic chain, O is the
starting origin, O* indicates that there is no relative motion
with O. C represents the rotation axis in C-axis, W means
workpiece, Z represents the linear axis in the Z-axis direction, X
represents the linear axis in the X-axis direction, B represents
the rotation axis in B-axis, Y represents the linear axis in the
Y-axis direction, S represents the rotation axis in sub-spindle, T
represents the rotation axis in the tool, T* represents the tip of
the tool, and there is no relative motion relationship with T.
In VR machine tool, in order to simulate the machine
movement during the operation, both the virtual and/or real
CNC controllers can be employed to read the NC code. The
controller can interpret the NC code into motion information
of each axis and then sends the information to the VR client
program. The VR client is connected to the VR server of the VR
machine tool by sending the information to the virtual
controller. After that, the virtual controller issues commands to
move the machine tool model.

System implementation
To build a VR machine tool, the 3D model of the machine
tool was first constructed with a CAD system, according to the
kinematic model of the machine tool. The machine components
were split into two groups: movable components and fixed
components. Then, the components were classified by
functions for the mill-turn machine tool. There are the sheet
metal parts, the base, the various moving linear axes, the
rotation axes, the tailstock, the turret and so on. The 3D model
files of each component were exported and converted into the
formats that were supported by the Unity 3DTM VR
development environment.
After importing the 3D model file to the VR development
environment, according to the hierarchical structure of the VR
machine tool motion to establish the linkage of the various
components for the machine motion, the motion functions
were programmed in C# scripts. Then, a virtual controller was
developed with a program allowing the user to operate the VR
machine tool. To make the VR machine tool motions more
authentic, a collision detection function was added. This is
accomplished by adding a collision-check object outside the 3D
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Figure 1: 3D model of the VR mill-turn machine tool

model, the object can be represented by a rectangle, sphere,
cylinder or in accordance with the mesh of the 3D model. It
would be most accurate by using the mesh geometry of the 3D
model to determine the collision, but the computational loading
is also much heavier and costly.
This loading could be lessened by using simple parts as
bounding boxes, i.e., rectangle, sphere or cylinder, which can
greatly improve the efficiency and improve performance in
collision check. In the VR machine tool, the colour of the collided
component will be changed to red, and warning audio will be
played to remind the user when the collision is detected.
In order to allow for the users to have more realistic
experiences when operating the machine tool, a gesture sensor
was applied outside the VR HMD, thus the user’s gestures were
grabbed for controlling the control panel. In the control panel, it
can be divided into three parts according to NC code functions:
(1) Related to G code: Machine coordinates display,
movement by incremental coordinates, movement by
absolute coordinates, origin return of axes, a rotation
angle of rotary axes.
(2) Related to M code: Clockwise and counter clockwise of
spindles, automatic tool change, coolant spray.
(3) Others: Tailstock movement, network connection for real
and virtual controllers.

Results and discussions
The developed VR demonstration system was presented in
the 2017 Taipei International Machine Tool Show (TIMTOS
2017). This demonstrated VR machine tool has the following
functions: machine tool axis motion, tool change, reference
position return, coolant spray, collision detection and NC
decoding for controlling the machine. At the time of the
exhibition, young engineers or students were much impressed
by the interoperable VR machine tool. They learned how to use
the system VR-based via hands-on experiences. However, it
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might be difficult for the elderly to adapt to the VR scene
because of eyesight issues such as presbyopia and astigmatism.
Overall, the integration of VR and machine tools has been
successfully accepted and experienced at international fairs. In
addition to the establishment of the huge mill-turn machine
tool VR-based demonstration system, a virtual laser-assisted
milling machine motion simulation system is also under
development. The axes of this laser-assisted milling machine are
completely different from the huge mill-turn machine. It has
been proven that different configurations of the machine tool
can also be successfully constructed by using VR technology.

Study conclusion and future work
One of the developed VR CNC machine tools is a large and
heavy mill-turn machine. A head-mounted display (HMD)
has been successfully attached to the developed VR CNC
machine tool for immersion viewing. The results demonstrated
that a user could see around the 3D scene of the huge mill-turn
machine, and the operation of the virtual CNC machine can be
actuated by bare hand. The coolant display and collision
detection functions had demonstrated the realistic operations
for reminding the operator. The development of VR machine
tools with laser-assisted milling has also been successfully
under development. It showed the expandability of the
proposed VR-based technology for complicated processes and
machine movement. In addition to the machine tool motion
simulation, VR technology can also be used in the visualisation
of the machining process in the future. It has also been
successfully conducted to show the expandability of VR-based
technology for different applications.
One can conclude that VR will be adopted and paid more and
more attention in the future in helping CNC machine tool
promotion. Further study could be extended to the development
of CNC education and training system and also to the remote
maintenance system for complicated machine tools too. ☐
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How to analyse and optimise cutting
conditions to reduce cycle time
iMFLUX Inc, a mould design, manufacturing and technology firm, needed to increase its shop’s
metal removal capabilities. It needed something that would save on the basic part geometries &
complex geometries and improved tool life significantly whilst improving machinist & operator
confidence. The case study analyses how CGTech’s NC program optimisation software module was
put to the test and how the results delivered met all the requirements from iMFLUX.
Of all the various manufacturing sectors, plastic injection
mouldmaking is among the most challenging. The materials
are typically tough, the geometries quite complex, the
tolerances exceedingly tight. With finished multi-cavity
moulds often selling for tens or even hundreds of thousands of
dollars, the stakes are enormously high, which is why
companies competing in this arena require the very best in
people, software, tooling and machinery.
No one knows this better than the people at iMFLUX Inc,
a Hamilton, Ohio-based mould design, manufacturing and
technology firm and a wholly-owned subsidiary of
multinational consumer goods giant, Procter & Gamble.
Through years of intensive effort, the team there has not only
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developed a proprietary process control technology that
significantly improves the results of injection moulding
operations but has built a highly capable, largely automated
mouldmaking facility besides.
Always on the hunt for greater manufacturing efficiency,
iMFLUX recently evaluated a new technology to increase the
shop’s metal removal capabilities. This wasn’t some high-tech
automation system or quick-change workholding platform (they
already have all that), but rather a software module that reportedly
slashes cycle times by up to 50% or more while simultaneously
increasing tool life and part quality. Its name? Force Optimization
from CGTech of Irvine, California, developer of Vericut toolpath
simulation, verification and optimisation software.
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iMFLUX Inc has developed a
proprietary process control
technology that significantly
improves the results of
injection moulding operations

All tooled up
The iMFLUX shop floor boasts impressive CNC equipment.
The shop’s prototyping and low-volume side is home to OKK
(Glendale Heights, Illinois) and Hurco (Indianapolis, Indiana)
machining centres, most with four or five-axis capabilities.
The EDM department houses Makino (Mason, Ohio) wires
and sinkers, the largest with nearly 20 inches of Z-axis travel.
Automated Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMMs) and
vision systems from Hexagon (North Kingsroad, Rhode
Island) and Micro-Vu (Windsor, California) are located in
strategic locations. All equipment is arranged in cellular
configurations for the greatest efficiency.
The heart of the iMFLUX production area is its automation
line, filled with 20,000 and 30,000-rpm Makino V33i five-axis
machining centres, dual wash stations, an automated CMM and
serviced by an Erowa (Arlington Heights, Illinois) linear robot &
cell controller. “The system carries up to 700 workpieces mounted
on zero-point pallets that can be transferred to any of the
stations,” said continuous improvement & education leader, Erik
Morgan. “And two of the Makinos are graphite only, responsible
for machining 6000 to 7000 electrodes each year,” he added.
However, mould-making takes more than good equipment.
Programmer, Jonathon Edwards, points towards the one thing
that separates iMFLUX from other mould-making shops — its
people. “I’ve worked in a lot of shops over the years, and this is
the only one where I’ve seen each machinist with their own
computer and a full seat of programming software,” he
mentioned. “Granted, we do control what can be programmed
and by whom, but because we’re a nearly paperless shop and
all of our information comes from the CAM system, it’s
important that everyone has access,” he continued.
In all but one instance, the Force-optimised tool edges
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showed far less wear, with none of the chipping associated
with the non-optimised toolpaths.

What’s old is new again
Another thing they have access to is Vericut. Five years
ago, iMFLUX invested in the well-known toolpath simulation
and optimisation software, but due to time constraints related
to the company’s spin-off from Procter & Gamble and
subsequent rapid growth, Vericut was admittedly not
implemented as it should have been. As an advanced
manufacturing engineer, Gary Bare explained that all changed
in early 2020 when he and others agreed that simulation
should play a key role in their machining processes in the
future. They re-evaluated the original purchasing decision
and once again decided in favour of Vericut.
One factor that played heavily in that decision was
CGTech’s recent development of Vericut Force. This physicsbased NC program optimisation software module analyses
and optimises cutting conditions throughout NC program
operations. This module promises significant opportunities
for cycle time reduction and enhanced tool life. Edwards and
the rest of the manufacturing leadership group then made
another decision — to see if the software developer’s bold
claims held water. Using the same scientific approach applied
to the rest of the company’s activities, they set aside the
necessary time and resources to put Force to the test.

Pedal to the metal
The team made nine separate machining tests, evaluating
each cycle time, cutting tool life and temperatures at the tool and
workpiece. Trochoidal milling and radial chip thinning strategies
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Force Optimization from CGTech
has reduced machining cycle times
by at least 17% at iMFLUX—and in
some cases up to 45% or more—thus
generating an ROI of just 1.4 months

were used throughout, with tests performed on various Hurco,
OKK and Makino equipment models. Notable results include:
• While machining a 420 stainless steel workpiece heattreated to 48 Rc, Force reduced the cycle time from 7:51
to 4:55, a 37% improvement. The machinist used the
word “awesome” to describe the Force toolpath.
• On another workpiece made of the same material, cycle
time fell more than two hours, saving the company $1,366
on a single multi-piece order. Several parts with relatively
simple toolpaths or large numbers of drill holes generated
savings between 9.7% and 19.9%. Random inspections of
the chips showed them to be “amazingly consistent”.
• When hard milling complex surfaces in 52 Rc Stavax, a
type of mould steel, Force cut cycle times by 51%. The
machinist said it was “the best sounding roughing cut
I’ve heard in our shop.”
• Machining of a P20 test piece produced a 30% reduction.
The programmer noted that Force would “save us a ton
of time and money on tools and machine intervention”.
• Force was also applied to a previously optimised program.
Doing so not only lopped one hour off a six-hour cycle
time but caught and removed a tool loading spike that
would almost certainly have broken the cutter.
In each case, operators inspected the cutting tools
afterwards under 72x magnification. In all but one instance,
the Force-optimised tool edges showed far less wear, with
none of the chipping associated with the non-optimised
toolpaths. In one test where a failure did occur, it was
determined that a previous machining operation had caused
work hardening, causing one of the edges on the four-flute
end mill to chip — on the tool without Force Optimization,
all four flutes were damaged.
Aside from more consistent loading of the cutting tool
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and eliminating the spikes that often lead to failure, Force
also reduced heat generation. By measuring with an infrared
thermometer, the iMFLUX team saw that the test parts —
which were cut dry — never exceeded 90°F (32°C), and the
cutting tools stayed below 180°F (82°C), an ideal temperature.
In comparison, the parts cut with non-Force toolpaths
routinely hit 300°F (149°C), most likely creating the work
hardening mentioned earlier. Cooler cutting conditions also
mean less heat in the workpiece and machine tool, both of
which are important contributors to part accuracy.

Looking back
Bare summarises the test results like this: “Vericut’s Force
module saved at least 17% on even the most basic part
geometries. On those considered more complex, reductions
of up to 45% were typical.” As noted, Force also improved
tool life significantly, with little to no chipping or edge wear,
while the lower cutting temperatures reduced thermal
growth. Lastly, Force Optimization’s more stable processes
tended to improve machinist and operator confidence.
iMFLUX estimated that its Vericut return on investment was
only 1.4 months and that not using Force Optimization
would cost the company $21,000 monthly.
“We looked at many alternatives, and I’m very glad that
we stayed with Vericut, especially given what we’ve seen with
Force Optimization,” cited Bare. “We put everything on the
table, checked the boxes on what worked and what didn’t and
then narrowed it from there. Unfortunately, we lost time on
the initial implementation, but it’s a good thing we put
Vericut back in the equation. It was the right choice for us,”
he signed off. ☐
Courtesy: CGTech
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Battery technologies recharging
the Indian EV ecosystem
While India’s EV demand is witnessing a steady growth and the future seems bright, India’s
battery demand is also expected to grow by 51% by 2027. Understanding
which battery offers what and the impact of choice on one’s vehicle is
Mehul Shah,
important. The article explains the different types of batteries, their pros
VP – Transport BU,
Exide Leclanche Energy,
Nexcharge
and cons and hints on what could be the battery powering future EVs.
Three lakh, eighty thousand electric vehicles (EVs) were
sold in India during 2019-20. Most of these sales occurred in
the electric two-wheeler and low-speed electric three-wheeler
market. Hence, companies are now cautiously optimistic
about the EV market share growth in the years to come.
In a 2019 Niti Aayog report titled ‘India’s Electric Mobility
Transformation Progress to Date & Future Opportunities’, it
has been envisaged that if the FAME-2 scheme and other
measures taken by both central as well as state governments
are successful, then India could witness an EV sales
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penetration of 80% in two-wheelers & three-wheelers, 30% in
private cars, 70% in commercial cars and 40% in buses by
2030. The EV market in this scenario is expected to grow at a
CAGR of 69% between 2020-2027, whereas the battery
demand for EVs’ is expected to grow at a CAGR of 51% by
2027. The most important part of any EV is its battery and its
ability to store electricity used by the motor to power the
vehicle’s wheels. The traction battery pack is the part of the
vehicle that must be plugged in and recharged, and its
efficiency helps determine the overall range of any vehicle.
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EV market outlook,
BAU scenarion, 2020-2027

Lithium-ion battery

Ultracapacitors

Lithium-ion batteries have a high power-to-weight ratio,
high energy efficiency and good high-temperature performance.
In practice, this means that the batteries hold a lot of energy for
their weight, which is vital for electric vehicles; less weight
means the vehicle can travel further on a single charge. Lithiumion batteries also have a low self-discharge rate, which means
that they are better than other batteries at maintaining the
ability to hold a full charge over time.

Ultracapacitors are not batteries in the traditional sense.
Instead, they store polarised liquid between an electrode and an
electrolyte. As the liquid’s surface area increases, the capacity
for energy storage also increases. Ultracapacitors, like lead-acid
batteries, are primarily useful as secondary storage devices in
EVs because they help electrochemical batteries level their load.
In addition, they can provide EVs with extra power during
acceleration and regenerative braking.

Nickel-metal hybrid battery

Market scenario

Nickel-metal hydride batteries are more widely used in
hybrid-electric vehicles but are also used successfully in some
all-EVs. Hybrid-electric vehicles do not derive power from an
external plug-in source, instead, they rely on fuel to recharge the
battery, which excludes them from the definition of an electric
car. Nickel-metal hybrid batteries have a longer lifecycle than
lithium-ion or lead-acid batteries. They are also safe and tolerant
to abuse. The biggest issues with nickel-metal hydride batteries
are their high cost, high self-discharge rate and the fact that they
generate significant heat at high temperatures. These issues
make the batteries less effective for rechargeable EVs, and this is
why they are primarily used in hybrid EVs.

As far as the battery technology split is concerned, lead
acid-based e-2Ws will dominate the market with a 54% share
followed by 46% from lithium-ion. As per OEMs, sales of lead
acid-based models dominated the market till October. PostOctober, lithium-ion technology dominated the market as a
few OEMs also received the FAME-II certification. Overall,
the OEMs believe that lead-acid technology will disappear
from the market in the next five years as the industry is fast
transitioning from lead-acid technology to lithium-ion. As
per CES analysis, the share of lead-acid technology will reduce
to 3% in 2025 from 54% in 2019.
In the three-wheeler segment for battery demand, 99% of
demand came from lead acid-based e-rickshaws last year because
of the aftersales market, which is entirely dependent on lead-acid
technology. Slowly, the OEMs are shifting towards lithium-ion
technology. Last year, 12% of sales came from lithium-ion
technology and going forward, as per OEMs, the share of lithiumion batteries can increase up to 40% by 2024 & up to 90% by 2030.
Hence in all views, lithium-ion batteries will be most preferred
in EVs in the future and suitable for all types of applications.
Although all lithium-ion batteries have many aspects in common,
there are a variety of different types of lithium-ion batteries that

Lead-acid batteries
Lead-acid batteries are only currently being used in EVs to
supplement other battery loads. These batteries are highpowered, inexpensive, safe and reliable, but their short shelf life
and poor cold-temperature performance make it difficult to use
them in EVs. There are high-power lead-acid batteries in
development, but the batteries now are only used in commercial
vehicles as secondary storage.
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Understanding
battery technology
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are available in the market. Each lithium-ion battery type has its
characteristics, and this means that different types of lithium-ion
batteries will be used in different areas.
Accordingly, it is necessary to choose the right type of
lithium-ion battery for any application - understanding the
different types and their characteristics enables the right type
to be chosen for any particular application. There are few
types of lithium-ion batteries; in EVs, the most preferred ones
are Lithium Iron Phosphate battery (LFP), Lithium Nickel
Manganese Cobalt Oxide (NMC) and Lithium Manganese
Oxide, Lithium Titanate (LTO) & Metal Air.
Lithium Iron Phosphate (LFP): These batteries are more tolerant
at full-charge conditions and are less prone to stress compared to
other lithium-ion batteries when subjected to prolonged high
voltages. As a result, these types benefit from low-resistant
properties, thereby increasing their safety and thermal abilities,
making them ideal for electric motorcycles and vehicles. The only
drawback is they have low-voltage capacities and offer less energy
than other types of lithium-ion batteries.
Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide (NMC): They
provide high-specific energy options, reasonably good specific
power and have a decent lifespan.
Lithium Manganese Oxide (LMO): They offer fast charging
and high-current discharging with increased thermal stability
and provides enhanced safety, making it ideal for medical
devices, electric vehicles and power tools.
Lithium Titanate (LTO): They are one of the faster-charging
batteries in the lithium-ion category, but they do have their
disadvantages. However, they are worthy because they have
lower inherent voltage and lower specific-energy ratings over
conventional lithium technologies.
Metal Air: Li–air cells are of interest for EVs because of their
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high theoretical specific and volumetric energy density.
Electric motors provide high efficiency (95%). Li–air cells
could offer a range equivalent to today’s vehicles with a
battery pack one-third the size of standard fuel tanks,
assuming the balance of plant required to maintain the
battery was of negligible mass or volume.
Hydrogen fuel cell technology: Fuel cell electric vehicles
(FCEVs) are powered by hydrogen. They are more efficient
than conventional internal combustion engine vehicles and
produce no tailpipe emissions — they only emit water vapour
and warm air. FCEVs are fuelled with pure hydrogen gas
stored in a tank on the vehicle. Like conventional internal
combustion engine vehicles, they can fuel in less than four
minutes and have a driving range of over 300 miles. FCEVs are
equipped with other advanced technologies to increase
efficiency, such as regenerative braking systems, which capture
the energy lost during braking and store it in a battery.

Pushing energy for double output
The lithium-ion battery industry is continually evolving
with myriad types that can be matched for any number of
applications. The technology is continuously being improved
upon. Researchers from the University of Warwick have
developed a new technology that allows conventional
lithium-ion batteries to charge five times faster, while Solid
Energy Systems has developed a more powerful battery using
a lithium-metal foil and a proprietary electrolyte that is
purported to have double the energy density of standard Liion platforms.
To conclude, increased energy capacities, faster recharge
time and enhanced safety are just the tip of the iceberg for new
types of lithium-ion batteries. We can expect further
developments as the latest technology is applied to their
development. It will be interesting to see where this time-tested
and tried storage medium is headed in the near future. ☐
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Disruptive technologies for
disruptive manufacturing
The year 2020 had plenty of lessons taught to industries, and the year 2021 has been about
implementing these lessons. While many-a-lessons were learnt, there is still more to figure out
and find solutions to. To decode these lessons with effective digital transformation, NASSCOM,
in association with Efficient Manufacturing (EM) magazine, hosted a virtual round-table on
‘Disruptive technologies for disruptive manufacturing – Digital
innovation, key to manufacturing efficiencies & global
Anvita Pillai
Sub-Editor & Correspondent
anvita.pillai@publish-industry.net
competitiveness’ on July 8, 2021. Excerpts from the discussion…
‘Change is inevitable, and the disruption it causes often brings
both inconvenience and opportunity’. The current COVID
period is a testament of it. With the recent technology growth in
India, various sectors, especially manufacturing, have found their
dependency increase on robots, cobots, 3D Printing, AI, ML and
last but not the least, Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). Given
the volatility of the pandemic, the dependency has also turned
into solace for business continuity. To further discuss the
disruptive technologies, how to monitor them and strategies to
ensure increasing manufacturing efficiency, NASSCOM, in
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association with Efficient Manufacturing (EM) magazine, hosted
a round-table on ‘Disruptive technologies for disruptive
manufacturing – Digital innovation, key to manufacturing
efficiencies & global competitiveness’.

Yesterday’s buzzwords,
today’s mainstream technologies
The session which comprised four industry stalwarts - Sanjeev
Malhotra, CEO, Centre of Excellence, NASSCOM; Atul Govil -
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From top left to right:
Parna Ghosh, Vice President & Group CIO, UNO MINDA
Group; Bhaskar Maddala, CEO – Group digital, AI &
Industry 4.0, ThirdEye AI, a JBM Group Company;
Shekhar Jitkar, Publisher & Chief Editor, Publish Industry
India; Atul Govil, Chief Transformation Officer & Head
(SAP & IT), India Glycols and Sanjeev Malhotra, CEO,
Centre of Excellence, NASSCOM

Chief Transformation Officer & Head (SAP & IT) at India Glycols; Strategising the adoption
Parna Ghosh - Vice President & Group CIO at UNO MINDA
Giving an opinion from a digital standpoint on the approach
Group; Bhaskar Maddala, CEO – Group digital, AI & Industry 4.0,
ThirdEye AI, a JBM Group company, was moderated by Shekhar towards deployment of advanced technologies, Govil explained,
Jitkar, Publisher & Chief Editor, Publish Industry India. He “Given the growing nature of digitalisation, we need more dataobserved that the pandemic has accelerated the adoption of digital based decision support. Plus, with the current remote working
transformation technologies and these rapid disruptive technology conditions, one needs data to be fed back on a real-time basis to
changes will continue to challenge manufacturers up and down make active decisions and equivalent/faster pace transactions.”
the manufacturing value chain. The conversation started with In manufacturing parlance, the five key aspects for monitoring,
insights on new, game-changing disruptive technologies in i.e., yield, energy consumption, throughputs, quality and safety,
manufacturing, during which Malhotra, highlighted the various will grow one’s manufacturing operations. It is essential to be
technologies today that are gaining importance. “Starting from cognisant to adopt technologies that add value and not just
the confluence of various technologies, i.e., IoT, sensor-based accumulate technology for its sake. Adding to it, Ghosh
technologies – which allow to collect data instead of manually mentioned, “Today, we need to look at value creation, which
doing it, analytics – which allows processing of data, Artificial includes employee experience, customer experience and most
Intelligence, and many more to intermediate technologies of importantly, competitive advantage, which impacts the top line
communication, storage, computing, edge computing, etc. These or the bottom line of one’s organisation’s manufacturing and
technologies continue to take shape and become more widespread, supply chain transformation.”
easily available and customised,” he asserted. Further to Malhotra’s
statement, Maddala, commented, “Technology that we see today Getting workforce ready for digital transformation
is critical, and the future is going to be with AI, ML, deep learning,
The workforce forms the foundation of any organisation,
AR/VR, robotics, etc. The processes will be data-driven, and the
role of data is going to become more critical for the transformations and diversifying, skilling and upskilling it has to be a focus.
Accentuating the need for cultural change and aligning the
companies are aiming for.”
Though the destination is apparent, the journey is not perspective of technology with individuals, Govil ascertained,
going to be easy. There are various challenges in between for “It is important to ensure people the stand of technology and
companies before becoming digital dependent. For example, how it will not replace humans. For example, Artificial
there is a disconnect between the shop floor and top floor due Intelligence is augmented intelligence because it is only
to the lack of/slow information, inaccuracy of the data, lack of augmenting human intelligence with machine learning. So,
data channel, etc. A solution Mandala revealed was focusing on technology is only a supplementary tool and not a replacement
data visibility. “The crux of all the challenges will be the tool, and it is important to establish this to avoid a pushback.”
visibility of data and what one is going to do with the data. He also added that today, one needs to not just cater to the
Here, all the ML algorithms and deep learning algorithms will requirements of the top management but to all the resources
play a critical role in getting the data, analysing the data and in an organisation, which includes both humans and
technologies. Analysing the key priorities while adopting
providing corrective/predictive actions,” he informed.
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To break the barriers between OT & IT, it is
important to become data-driven. Data is
available today, but companies need to analyse
the validity, accuracy, the lag in procuring the
data and then integrate the IT & OT.

technologies, Malhotra averred, “We need to speed up our
journey towards technology, make it easy for people to bring it
to the cost point, include everyone in the journey, mix tribes
and put a joint effort on how we bring about the change.”

focus. Plus, initiatives like Aatmanirbhar Bharat and digital
initiatives need to be looked at as not only use cases but also as
business cases. Digital transformation needs to be coupled with
business cases, and business transformation has to be driven.”
Adding to the closing statement, Malhotra emphasised,
“Companies will have to chart their way depending on the type of
Building security & data
business they own. It is not just about IT but the competitiveness
More than Indian manufacturing lines, employees have of our industry globally. Currently, we have the evermore
fallen victims to cyberattacks, like phishing ransomware, emphasis on technology, both from the country’s side and
trojans, etc. “Organisations need to take a two-pronged industry’s side, and we should all take advantage of it.”
approach of one, securing the perimeters of the organisation
and as well as the employees’ desktops & laptops. The second is Customise and acclimatise to the change
to ensure that the employee data, intellectual data and quality
With technology, one size will never fit all. Companies need
data is not leaked outside the organisation. It is important to
have DLPs and other security in place to ensure that inside data to analyse their need and find technology/technologies that fit
is not leaked outside, and at the same time, outside attacks are their bill. The technology in place can only be effective if
also prevented,” highlighted Ghosh. Amidst ensuring security, companies invest in skilling, upskilling, reskilling and
to enable effective collaboration between IT & OT, Mandala acclimatising their workforce for the changes due to technological
cited, “To break the barriers between OT & IT, it is important intervention. Besides, efforts also need to be put into developing
to become data-driven. Data is available today, but companies a strong, secure network inside and outside the company walls
need to analyse the validity, accuracy, the lag in procuring the to de-risk the talent information & organisation integrity.
data and then integrate the IT & OT. We need to focus on being Developing one’s organisation holistically for the growing
digitally connected and reducing human intervention. Human technology prowess will be crucial to grow business in the Indian
intervention is needed from building and growing a relationship market, the speakers collectively concluded.
While uncertainties remain in the future, manufacturers
perspective, but it shouldn’t form the basis of data collection.”
should increase their operational resiliency and take a hard look
at their current digital manufacturing and next-generation
Seeing & believing the change
capabilities. This includes reviewing current supply chain
The preparation required for the global changes and networks and production operations to foster more agility
innovations cannot be overlooked. Ghosh, in his closing throughout the business. It also includes adding digital
statement, mentioned, “There is no alternative for digital. If manufacturing technology for intelligent insights and to drive
companies do not take the baby/large steps towards digitalisation, increased ability to flex production and resources as needed. The
they will become obsolete, and their sustainability and credibility post-pandemic environment will undoubtedly continue with
will cease. Also, there needs to be an 80:20 principle in place; disruptions and volatility. In order to survive and remain
areas with 80% impact on one’s business, which brings in competitive, it is vital that digital manufacturing be incorporated
significant and visible revenue, should have the major chunk of into the business roadmap, Jitkar summed up the session. ☐
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Targeting for a customer-centric
supply chain with resiliency
COVID-19 exposed the vulnerabilities & risks lurking in an organisation’s supply chain
for some. These weren’t the new-day supply chain problems, but long-standing
vulnerabilities exposed due to the pandemic. For others, it opened new doors for
innovation & growth, giving an advantage to the organisation in the post-pandemic
world. Keeping this is mind, Publish Industry India, in association with Siemens Digital
Industries Software, recently organised the virtual conference on ‘Manufacturing revival
with technology innovations – Effective collaboration across manufacturing value
chain’. The conference highlighted the role of digitalisation
in bringing in effective collaboration, threw light on how in
innovation we’re really renewing and the significance of
Juili Eklahare
Features Writer
juili.eklahare@publish-industry.net
morale, manpower & machines. A post-event report…
What most of us consider normal, has already fundamentally
shifted, which is a new normal now. Manufacturers who
understand and act on this new normal will have ample
opportunities for growth. While office employees and knowledge
workers are able to shift to remote work, most factories are
simply not designed to be managed remotely and lack the digital
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tools and infrastructure needed to support such activities.
Although the current crisis has accelerated the adoption of
digitalisation technologies, greater visibility and coordination
across the industry value chain will enable better collaboration
between various departments, ultimately driving decoupled,
highly efficient & more resilient supply chains. In this context,
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Publish Industry India, in association with Siemens Digital other solutions Malvadkar discussed were Solid Edge 2D
Industries Software, recently organised the virtual conference on Nesting and Solid Edge Electrical Design.
‘Manufacturing revival with technology innovations – Effective
collaboration across manufacturing value chain’ that deliberated Not innovating but renewing
on the action plan for manufacturing revival & technology
Next, the second keynote address took place which was on
innovations for the new normal.
The conference began with the first keynote address on ‘AI ‘Revolutionise the future of manufacturing through innovations’
for manufacturing - Scalable intelligence for resilience & agility’ by Rajashree Rao, Head of AI Innovation Hub & Partnerships &
by Somil Gupta, Digital Business Development Expert, Intakt AI. Ecosystem (APAC) for R2 Data Labs, Rolls Royce. Highlighting
Through his address, he explained that consumers’ buying habits the subject of innovation, Rao revealed, “In innovation, you’re
are evolving & the business landscape is changing heavily, which not innovating, you’re renewing. One of the most important
aspects I champion is ‘open innovation partnership model’. This
are drivers for manufacturing agility & resilience.
is extremely important, because today, we don’t have the luxury
AI & manufacturing capability reinforce each other of time to try to do everything from scratch. So, we have to
leverage what already exists in the market, and then partner with
Talking about the model – maturity framework for digital someone who has already done the same & have the solution/
manufacturing/I4.0 – Gupta went on to explain, “This model technology & collaborate with them to co-innovate.”
works well because it’s focused on value, and it defines very
concrete & measurable maturity steps one can take. These What digitally transformed industries do
steps start from computerisation and then lead to the
Succeeding this, it was time for the second technology
adaptability (here, one knows what’s going to happen and can
presentation, which was by Sahir Patel, Portfolio Development
do something about it).”
Leader, Siemens Industry Software, on ‘Next normal
manufacturing’. He focused on some key industries from India,
Solid Edge & more
from industrial components to the mining industry, highlighting
This was followed by a technology presentation, by Nitin what the companies are doing in terms of digitalisation, to ensure
Malvadkar, Country Technical Manager – Mainstream Engg, that normal manufacturing continues in the current pandemic.
Siemens Industry Software, on ‘Digitalisation for SMBs’. He He explained that traditionally, the challenge with manufacturing
spoke about how Solid Edge & solutions from Siemens can organisations in India is that they save information & data in
actually help SMBs gain digitalisation. In the context of several folder structures, like sales documents, engineering documents,
industry trends, he asserted how various Siemens solutions can etc. “When we studied the SMEs segment in India, we realised
be used. One of the solutions he threw light on was Simcenter that this is the number one roadblock for all SMEs to collaborate,
FloEFD & its capabilities. “Some capabilities of Simcenter especially during the COVID-19 period,” Patel observed and
FloEFD include aerodynamics and even condensation continued, “This can again cause data breach, data hack, data
(something that is very useful for someone working on leak, etc. On the other hand, digitally transformed industries are
automotive lighting),” Malvadkar cited and continued, “With able to find a document in a single click.”
Solid Edge FloEFD, we also provide customers who are working
in LEDs with an advanced LED module.”
Effective collaboration across
He also spoke about Teamcenter Share, which is all about manufacturing value chain
collaboration. With Teamcenter Share, one can synchronise
After the technology presentation, it was then time for the
his/her files with cloud storage while one works. Some of the
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panel discussion, which was on ‘Effective collaboration across
manufacturing value chain’. The discussion was moderated by
Anvita Pillai, Sub-Editor & Correspondent, Publish Industry
India and the revered panellists were Hitendra N Mishra, Senior
Vice President & Head - EEC, Eicher Engineering Components,
VE Commercial Vehicles; Amol Nagar, Director – Manufacturing
Operations & Supply Chain, GE Aviation and Zurvan Marolia,
Senior Vice President, Godrej & Boyce. The discussion threw
light on the role of digitalisation in bringing in effective
collaboration and also the action-plan for streamlining
manufacturing operations & technology innovations.

ensure that we are the stamp of a reliable country & the stamp
of a reliable supplier. “And we have to ensure this stamp
continues for long, irrespective of the situation,” he cited and
added, “The most important thing to manage all the challenges
is to train & communicate, which are key.”
Putting across his thoughts while looking at the Indian
manufacturing industry competing at the global stage, Marolia
asserted, “’Appropriate automation to meet a certain need at a
certain cost point is important, because the needs of automation
& digitalisation are different at different levels. Plus, traceability
is something that’s very important.”

Morale, manpower & machines

The significance of resiliency

The first question was put to Nagar, asking him the best
action-plan for streamlining & reviving manufacturing operations
and the supply chain. To this, he responded that the pandemic has
taught us that there is a need for a global resilience. Sharing his
thoughts on the same, Mishra emphasised on the fact that the
three Ms are very important – morale, manpower & machines.
“People have suddenly lost morale; the concept that your factories
are safer than home has to be understood very strongly. As for
manpower, getting the people is extremely important, where
again morale plays an important role. When it comes to machines,
we need to have all our machines up & running – in fact, we were
able to get a lot of virtual support where complex machines were
involved,” he explained.
Marolia was then asked what the approach should be to ensure
an effective collaboration in the new normal. Marolia returned,
“Effective collaboration across the value chain comes from each
one’s core competencies. So, it counts on how one works within
that and also how they are able to support one another. Through
collaboration, we should keep working around the challenges in
order to be able to move ahead. The entire thing is customercentricity – the confidence we build with the supply chain also has
to be something that the customer perceives.”

Speaking in the context of his company’s workforce &
exploring their full potential, Nagar went on to divulge that
one thing that is helping them is the adoption of new
technologies in the digital space and people’s ability to
navigate through various tools. Nagar also further threw light
on how organisations can future-proof their supply chain &
establish supply chain resiliency, where he said that when we
start looking into the supply chain efficiency at the end of the
day, we need to be looking at how cost-effective is the product
that is being produced for the customers. “When you talk
about efficiency, it makes your supply chain slightly brittle,”
he explained and added, “And if anything goes wrong when
the supply chain is brittle, it can definitely break your supply
chain in a big way. Resiliency is more about creating more
buffers & alternate paths for you to accomplish. When a
situation like the pandemic shows up, the resilience should be
where you are surviving through the storm, adapting to it and
see to how you can make it a competitive advantage to grow
further, based on what you have learnt.”

Train & communicate
Further sharing his views on the key areas to focus on while
managing the current challenges, Mishra said we have to
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Grow with the supply chain
The conference highlighted that the industry and companies
must foremost look after its people and grow with its supply
chain & partners. Moreover, communication & training can go
a long way and it eventually all comes down to customercentricity & resiliency. ☐
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End-of-arm ecosystem
Zimmer Group, in collaboration with Schmalz, recently created a modular
system, MATCH, that can be used by the customer to meet various requirements
and handle diverse applications in robotics.
Applications as varied as the system

Whether mobile and collaborative robotics or fully automated applications, just
one flexible system gives the user access to a nearly unlimited range of uses,
from production & assembly to warehouse logistics, shipping and even
laboratory automation. Typical tasks for the system include pick-and-place,
order picking, packaging & palletising, checking and testing. Various mechanical
& vacuum grippers can be selected corresponding to the workpiece & handling
task. If the requirements change, the system can be quickly and easily adapted.
Standardised connection & communication
Suitable for any common lightweight robot – a system ideal for cobots and
conventional 6-axis robots.
• Easy Installation – Mechanical connection via quick changer & configuration
via setup wizard
• Flexible – Any robot, any gripper, any end effector. High flexibility through
extensive portfolio.
• Full process control – Collect, evaluate & visualise value-added data
including cloud connection
Compatibility & easy installation
The system can be conveniently mounted and set up on the robot flange in just
a few steps. Configuration is intuitive and easy to accomplish, thanks to the
support of the digital services and the common ecosystem (SCM communication
module with guideZ set-up software, expertZ, monitorZ and Comfort App/Cloud
connection). ‘Any robot, any gripper, any end effector’ is the credo of the
MATCH platform, & the components are compatible with all common lightweight
robots (e.g. cobots) as well as conventional robots worldwide.
Technology openness through standardised interfaces
The quick-change system has various interfaces. In addition to a compatible
mechanical interface, there is a pneumatic/vacuum connection. Here, four
internal and two lateral fluid channels supply connected gripping systems with
compressed air or vacuum. The generous dimensioning enables the operation
of powerful pneumatic vacuum generators, for example, to handle cartons that

are sucked through. Electrical interfaces are also available. The quick-change
system is hot-pluggable & can be changed under voltage during operation. The
integrated pin field transmits both load and signal current. This technological
openness makes it possible to open up many different robot types with a wide
variety of end effectors.
Manual & automated quick-change function with specials
The compact quick-change module provides two quick and easy ways to swap
a component. In addition to an automated exchange in a storage station, known
as the gripper station, exchanging by hand is also possible within seconds.
Thanks to the ergonomic click system – integrated on the end effector being
changed – it is possible to carry out a manual change with just one hand. At the
same time, this prevents the exchange module from falling.
Rotation prevention ensures a clearly defined position of the end effector in
the storage station. Furthermore, it is ensured that the end effector itself is
connected to the robot in the same orientation, even during manual changeover.
In set-up mode, pins & optical markings in the storage station enable a simple
& unambiguous positioning of the end effector. In continuous operation, the pin
disappears in the storage station, allowing a greater degree of freedom in the
changing process. The storage station can be attached in three different ways.
In addition, the station has an optional sensor query & a supplementary optical
LED display on the fixed part. Together with the standard connect signal, a
100% secure system is guaranteed. The high quality of workmanship of the
entire module guarantees a long service life of more than 100,000 cycles.
Smart ecosystem – Intuitive software
Zimmer Group and Schmalz have their own ecosystem that the user can use for
countless digital services. In addition to the SCM communication module
(master gateway), the user also has two other tools at his/her disposal, which
are, the intuitive guideZ set-up software for further configuration of the gripper
and Schmalz Connect Suite for diagnostics of IO-Link devices in the cloud.
MATCH guarantees full support and process control, from commissioning to
ongoing operation and process monitoring.

Advantages of MATCH at a glance
• A system for lightweight robots, cobots and conventional robots
• Automated exchange in the device
• Manual exchange with easy-click function
• Large variety of end effectors
• Compatibility & flexibility – combining the primary handling technologies
(vacuum and mechanical gripping)
• Innovative digital ecosystem
• Long service life, even in automated continuous operation
Zimmer Group | Pune
Email: info.in@zimmer-group.com | Tel: +91-9130 083 828
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Wireless laser scanner

Cylindrical grinding machine for rotor shaft manufacturing

Hexagon recently launched the world’s first wireless laser scanner, which is
designed specifically to work inside machines. The cutting-edge scanner
allows for data to be efficiently, accurately and
securely transmitted wirelessly, which
improves production quality. The new
integrated wireless laser scanner, the m&h
LS-R-4.8, does not require traditional touch
probes & captures around 40000 measurement
points in a second to provide information
Wireless laser scanner
about the complete part, compared to the
status quo of taking individual points with
traditional touch probes. The scanner provides quick measurement on the
machine tool and the results are quickly sent to relevant areas of the production,
such as quality engineers or production managers. Apart from providing better
measurements on whole parts, the wireless laser scanner also has new
capabilities. These include creating colour maps to identify deviations,
measuring freeform surfaces and generating correction value allowing
automatic part adjustments. The new package includes the wireless scanner,
modular software and Hexagon’s RC-R-100 multi-sensor receiver. The scanner
is stored directly in the tool magazine inside the CNC machine and is inserted
to the spindle automatically without any manual intervention.

Junker recently developed new technologies that allow the complete grinding
of screw compressor shafts in the highest precision. The company simplified
processes and developed a
flexible and efficient grinding
machine concept, named
JUMAT, that provides the
highest quality within process
measuring of all critical
dimensions, including form
scanning and automatic shape
JUMAT
correction. The new grinding
machine produces parts with a
total lead variation of +/- 3 microns and has a profile accuracy of less than 6
microns. For the different flute shapes and rough & finish grinding, the
machine is equipped with a wheel changer. The machine programmes call up
the correct wheels and manage their life span. If a wheel has reached the end
of its life, the controller requests a new wheel and alerts the production
manager to purchase a new one. The parts are presented to the machine on
a conveyor with an autonomy of a full shift. Parts are loaded into the machine
by an internal gantry system. With that, the safety of the entire system is
safeguard and grinding with straight oil possible.

Hexagon | Bengaluru
Email: mi-msc-mscindiasales@hexagon.com | Tel: +91-98451 98874

Erwin Junker Maschinenfabrik GmbH | Pune
Email: sanika.ingale@junker.in | Tel: +91-20-25533896

EV charging inlets

Indexable milling platform for heavy roughing

LANXESS recently demonstrated a new design concept for charging inlets of
electric vehicles where Durethan polyamides and Pocan polyesters, the
thermoplastic compounds,
can be used. These are
installed in battery electric
vehicles & can accommodate
the charging coupler of
external charging stations.
The new design is a modular
Charging inlet design
one based on customised
material solutions. The focus
is on material characteristics and optimised costs, which can be achieved
with screwless assembly with integrated fasteners and minimal components.
The key elements of this charging inlet design are the front and rear housings,
a socket for the connector from the charging station and an actuator. The pin
holder is another essential element. It holds the metallic connector pins in
place, as well as a printed circuit board (PCB) with cables for charging with
direct or alternating current, among others. Particular attention was paid to
the design of the pin holder. It positions the cables such that the heat
produced during charging is dissipated not only through them but also via the
other cables not in use.

WIDIA recently announced the release of the M8065HD indexable milling
platform for heavy-duty milling operations in steel and cast iron materials.
Designed with eight cutting edges and
extra-wide chip gashes, the M8065HD
is capable of achieving deep depths of
cuts while producing high metal
removal rates during face and
shoulder milling applications. The
M8065HD represents a turnkey
M8065HD
solution for general engineering,
energy and automotive customers
who want to reduce their face milling tooling inventory and increase their
machining outputs. Engineered with a 65-degree approach angle with a 6.35
mm thick insert, the M8065HD has one universal insert geometry in three
versatile grades: WP35CM, WK15CM and WU20PM. The WP35CM grade
targets all types of steels, while the WK15CM grade is designed for cast iron
materials and performs best in dry applications, and it can also be used in wet
conditions. The universal WU20PM grade can be used for the machining of
steel, stainless steel and high-temperature alloys in both dry and wet
applications. M8065HD indexable milling cutters are available in nine metric
diameter ranges between 50 mm and 315 mm and three insert geometries.
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LANXESS India | Mumbai

WIDIA Products Group| Pennsylvania, USA

Email: infoindia@lanxess.com | Phone: +91-22-2587 1000

Email: anne.coffman@widia.com | Tel: +1-724-539 3877
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